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ÀBSTRÀCT

More than 1-4O caves, along with other karst landforms such

as sinkholes, trenches and pavements are locaÈed in

Manitoba. Most of these features are situated within the

Grand Rapids Uplands, the Gypsumvilte-Lake St. Martin area

and the Dallas-Hodgson area.

These features are not protected by a legal land designation

nor are they safeguarded by a management plan. Hohrever, some

of the karst resources have been darnaged by human activities

and they remaj-n vulnerable to commercial resource extraction

and human visitation.

An overview of the physical, biological and cultural

resources of the three areas was prepared, along with an

assessment of current and proposed land uses. Karst

management strategies from other jurisdictions hlere reviewed

for the purpose of recommending a management p1an.

Research showed that the karst topography of the

Gypsumville-Lake St. Martin area is the last known example

of pristine gypsun-karst in North America. The karst of the

Grand Rapids Uplands has been described as a unique Canadian

landscape, and the Dal-Ias-Hodgson area supports the largest

known bat hibernaculum in Manitoba. However, these resources
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are threatened by forestry, quarrying, human visitation and

possibly mining.

A management plan should be developed to categorize the

karst features into three management classes. Class 1 land

should be protected from commercial resource extraction, and

human visitation should be restricted. On Class 2 land'

commercial resource extraction and visitation should be

subject to karst management guidelines, while Class 3 land

should not require special karst management.

The optimal method to manage Class l- land in the Grand

Rapids uplands is to establish .a National Park or a

Provincial !.iilderness Park. Similar lands in the Dallas-

Hodgson area would be best managed as an Ecological Reserve.

The province or a private, non-profit organization should

atternpt to acquire Class l- sites in the Gypsumville-Lake St.

Martin region and manage then as a protected area.

l-1
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1.0 INTRODUCTTON

1.1 BACKGROUND

Karst landforms, such as caverns, sinkholes, trenches and

other solution related features are found within Manitobars

Interlal<e region (Figure r-) . This topography forms a unique

canadian landscape, because nowhere else in the country is

karst found in a semi-arid continental climate and flat

terrain (Sweet et al. 1988) '

Atpresent'morethan].4ocaveentranceshavebeen].ocated
withintheGrandRapidsUplands,andintheSouthern

Interlake near Gypsumville, Dall-as, Hodgson' Fairford'

Spence and Highrock Lakes, and on Peonan Point

(SpeteologicalsocietyofManitoba.InPress).Manyofthese

caves have been rrdiscoveredrr only within the last few years,

largely due to the efforts of the speleological society of

Manitoba.Todate,thelargestcavesystemintheprovince
measures more than 200 metres in length and the deepest cave

is more than 13 metres. However' rr¡sçrrr caves continue to be

found and. it is possible that some of these may prove to be

larger than those presently known'
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fn general, caves may have geological, hydrologj-cal,

mineralogical, cultural, biological, paleontological and

recreational values (Marceron l-988). For example, Lake St'

Georgers Bat Cave, near Dal1as, Manítoba is the largest

known Little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus) hibernaculum in

the province (J. Dubois, Manitoba l{useum of Man and Nature,

pers. commun. ).

However, cave ecosystems are very fragiJ-e and have a low

tolerance for disturbance (Murphy L988). If improperly

managed, caves may be damaged by surface and subsurface

activities such as resource extraction, waste disposal and

human visitation (McA1pine 1-983; Culver l-986). For example,

after a single visit to a bat hibernaculum' some bat species

may leave the cave even if no alternative hibernaculurn is

available (Culver 1986) .

L.2 rSSUE

In spite of the apparent geological and biologícaI

significance of the karst regions of Manitoba, these areas

are not currently protected by a legal land designation

(such as a park or ecological reserve) nor are they

safeguarded by a karst management plan.



Hov¡ever, current and proposed land usages such as forestry

and human visitation threaten the karst ecosystems.

Further research is necessary to assess the potential values

and threats to the karst ecosystems, and to evaluate karst

management options.

1.3 OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project vras to recommend a karst

rnanagernent strategy for 3 study areas i the Grand Rapids

Uplands, the Gypsurnville-Lake St. Martin area, and the

Da11as-Hodgson area.

There h¡ere 4 rnaj or obj ectives . obj ectives l- and 2 were

divided into sub-objectives.

MÀiTOR OBJECTIVES:

1-) To prepare an overview of the physical, biological and

cultural resources.

2) To identify existing and proposed land usages and to

assess their current and potential impact on the karst

environment.

3) To evaluate land management options.



4) To recommend strategies for optimal preservation of the

karst environment.

AUB-OBJECTTVES

DESCRIPTIVE OVER;IEW

1) Physical Resources

i) To locate, identify and describe karst features.

ii) To describe the geology and geomorphology.

2, Biological Resources

i) To document the importance of the cave ecosystems as

hibernacula for cave fauna

ii) To survey available biological Ínforrnation

pertinent to karst management.

3) Cultural Resources

i) To document significant historical/archaeological

sites.

Existing and ProPosed Land Usages

1) Resource Extraction

i) To identify current and proposed forestry and mining

p1ans, and other activities that may affect the karst

areas; and



ii) To assess their possible impacts on the karst

ecosystems.

2, Human Visitation

i) To assess the impact of human visitation on cave

ecosystems.



2. O I.ÍETHODOLOGY

2.1 I{ETHODOLOGY FOR SECTION 3.0

The purpose of this section was:

1-) To provide a background on karst. ft was essential

to understand karst processes in order to evaLuate

karst irnpacts and to recommend a karst management

strategy.

2) To examine nrethods of eval=uating kàrst so that an

evaluation system could be recommended.

3) To examine possible inpacts to karst. This

discussion provided the necessary background to assess

the potential threats to karst in Manitoba.

4) Review karst management strateqiesr so that
appropriate management technigues from other
jurisdictions could be recommended for Manitoba.

Data for this section was obtained from a review of

textbooks, scientific papers, speleological journals, cave

management conference proceediDgs, karst management plans



and government documents. Information was also acguired from

personal discussíons and/or v¡ritten correspondence with

persons knowledgeable and/or responsible for karst

management.

2.2 IIETHODOLOGY FOR SECTION 4.0

2.2.1 DTETHODOLOGY FOR 4.1

Information for this section v/as obtained from a revietil of

scientific paPers and textbooks.

2.2.2 I'fETHODOIJOGY FOR 4.2

The purpose of this chapter hlas to describe karst in

Manitoba, and show that the most significant karst features

are located v¡ithin the 3 study sites-

Descriptive statistics hlere calculated for each study si-te,

based upon data compiled by the Speleologica1 Society of

Manitoba.

Data sources included a literature review (primarily of

scientific papers hlritten by the Speleological Society of '|

Manitoba) and personal interviews with individuals currently

researching karst ín Manitoba.



2.2.3 IÍETHODOIJOGY tr'OR { ' 3

Biotogical data

rare plant and

sites.

ï/ere researched to identify cave fauna' and

animal species located within the 3 study

Data on cave fauna v¡ere obtained through personal

communications with, and review of on-going research of

personnel from the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature and the

WiIdIife Branch of the Manitoba Department of Natural

Resources.

Data on rare plant species were obtainea from a literature

review, search of the Manitoba Museum of Man and Naturers

Natural sci-ence Data Base, and. discussions with botanists

from the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature' and the

University of Manitoba.

2.2.4 METHODOI,OGY FOR 4.4

Data for paleontological

literature review.

resources were obtained from a

9
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Historical and archeological data r{tere procured by a

literature review, a search of the Archeological Site

Inventory of the Manitoba Historical Resources Branch, and

through personal interviews.

2.2.6 I{ETITODOLOGY FOR {.6

The purpose of this section was:

L) To determine the amount

on the study sites.

2) DeÈermine current and

plans, and potential- threat

of productive forest cover

proposed timber harvesting

to the karst resources.

Forest cover data v¡ere obtained from the Manitoba Forestry

Branchts Forest Inventory and from discussions with forestry
personnel.

Forest cover data, from the Forest fnventory is displayed on

maps at a scale of l-:63r360. Forests of simíIar composition

are caIled stands, and each stand is outlined and numbered

on forest cover maps. Steps for analyzing Forest Cover Data

are:

Forest stands within the Gypsumville-Lake St. Martin and

DaIlas Hodgson study areas were identified.

only stands near known cave sites were identified for the

Grand Rapids region.

t-0



Cover type (species composition) for each stand hlas

recorded.

The percentage of each cover type was calculated,

indicating forest type.

The percentage of cutting class (naturity) was calculated

for each region, indicating the leve1 of maturity.

- Large burns (identifíed by satellite) were recorded.

The limitations of these forestry calculations are:

Forest stands do not coincide with study sj-te boundaries.

Therefore, stand composition of each study site is only

approxímate.

Forest cover types are classífied as a range of species

composition, which results in only an approximation of

forest cover type.

Age of the data may have resulted in inappropriate

approximations.

- Only burns large enough to be identified by satellite were

noted on the inventory maps.

2' FORESTRY PI,ÀNS
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Forestry data hrere gained from a literature review,

government publications, five year operating plans of Repap

Manitoba fnc. for the years l-988-1992 and I99O-L994.

Discussions v¡ere also held with regional forestry staff for

F.M.U.s 43-, 43 and 45.

Harvest locations were cross-referenced with published cave

locations to determine the threat of forestry. Ho!,rever,

precise cave locations are not publÍshed. Therefore, only

general conclusions can be made about the threat of

forestry.

2.2.7 METHODOITOGY FOR ¿1.7

Mining data came from the following sources:

Tndex Map 2A Active Permits, January 1-990.
Manitoba Energy and Mines

Index Map 6 Mining Claims, July 1-990
Manitoba Energy and Mines

Mineral Development Sector Files,
Federal Departrnent of Energy, Mines and Resources

Literature review and personal interviews.

2.2.8 METIIODOLOGY tr'OR 4.8

Data for aboriginal peoplesr interests q¡ere obtained by

personal interview and literature review.

L2



2.2.9 ¡'ÍETHODOLOGY FOR 4.9

Trapping data v¡ere acquired from the rrFur Harvest

Infonnation Systemrr of the Manitoba Department of Natural

Resources. r and from personal interviews'

The linitations of this data vtere that the data collection

regions (Registered Trapline Sections and the Open Trapline

Section) hrere considerably larger than the study areas.

Therefore this data can only provide an indication of the

number of trappers operating in the study sites and the

value of their harvest.

Hunting data was not used because the data collection areas

were too large.

2.2.10 I|ETHoDOLOGY FOR ¡1.10

property ownership, and mineral and sand and gravel rights

were obtained from:

The rrCrov¡n Land Registry Systemrr of the Crown Lands
Branch, Manitoba Department of Natural Resources.

- Land Tit1es RegistrY.

- REPROPMAP LTD.

Linitations of the Crown Lands Registry data were that exact

locations'of land are not given. Also, only the original

1_3



land or^¡ner is registered. Limitations of the Land Tit1es
rroldrr Registry system rüas that registration lras voluntary.

Therefore, current ownership is not necessarJ-Iy recorded.

Lirnitations of REPROPMAP LTD. data !,tas that it pertained

only to the L.G.D. of Grahamdale (North).

2.2.11 UETHODOLOGy FOR 4.11 AND 4.L2

Data was gathered from government publications, statutes and

personal interviews.

1,4



3.0 ESSENTIATS OF KARST llÀNÀcEIrtENT

3.1 INTRODUCIIION

The purpose of this chapter hras to review karst management

strategies from other jurisdictions so that appropriate

strategies could be adopted for use in Manitoba. The focus

is on why and how karst is managed, and what general and

specific management prescriptions may be applicable to
Manitoba.

3.2 KARST: DEFINITION

The term lcarst is used to describe terrain whose topography

and drainage is formed by the dissol-ution of bedrock in
natural water (Jennings L97Il. It must be emphasized that
the process of dissolution may not be the only land-forming

process occurring, nor is it necessarily the dominant

process (Jennings 1,97I) . Ho!,rever, dissolution of bedrock is
a process that is more significant in karst landscapes than

in any other type of landscape (Jennings L985).

Karst terrain is formed in 3 main rock groups; carbonate

(limestone and dolomite), evaporites (gypsum, anhydrite and

15



rock salt), and guartzite

conditions) (Bog1i 1-980) .

(under extreme tropical

Solution processes, or corrosion, may produce surface karst

features (exokarst) such as hollows, basins, depressions,

pavement, etc. (Bogli l-980). It may also produce subsurface

karst features (endokarst) such as caverns, which are the

result of dissolution of joints, bedding plains and rock

pores by underground drainage (Bogli l-980).

Many karst landscapes may be typified by sinkholes, caves,

springs and surface drainage that vanish underground (ACCA

no date). However, since karst features vary from location
to location, and not all karst features are conmon to all
karst regiions, karst cannot be defined solely on the basis

of features (Jennings L971,) . Sirnilarly, although in many

karst landscapes organized surface draJ-nage is replaced by

centripetal basins and sinks that divert water underground,

this does not occur in all karst regions. Therefore, karst

can not be defined sole1y by the lack of surface drainage

(Jennings 1-971-).

The important concept to remember when

formation of karst landscapes is solution
and the important concept to remember when

discussing the

(Jennings L97L)

discussing karst

1,6



management is that the surface and

interrelated (Aley 1990) .

subsurface are

3.3 KARST UANAGEUENTS STEP 1 IN\I'ENTORY ÀND clrÀsslrlcÀTroN

Many regions have adapted a cornmon first step to karst
management, rnventory and crassification (Figure 2). This
step provides sound information, which is essentiar for
effective management (Sowers j-990) .

Inventory and Classification involves 2 stages.

3.3.1 II{VENTORY

The first stage of the Ínventory is to identify and evaluate
the karst resources. Marceron (l-9gg, rggo) discusses 7

potentiar val-ues of solution caves. They are; geological,
hydrological, curtural, biological, paleontologicar and

recreational.

Geologicar values: The type, â9€ and stratigraphy of cave

rocks nay help explain the geological hist.ory of the region
(Marceron 1988). Also, fossils found within caves may give
insight into past environmental conditions (Marceron t-988).

t7



FIGURE 2I GENERÀL STEPS TOWARDS KARST U.ANAGE}IENI

INÍIENTORY AND CT,ASSIFICATTON

I}ÍPÀCT ÀSSESSMENT

}Í.ANAGEMENT PLÀN
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Hydrological Va1ues: Karst systems may serve as underground

laboratories for studying ground water (Marceron l-988,

Palmer l-991-) . Karst water may also be a source of domestic

and commercial water (Werner l-983).

t{ineraloc¡ical Values! Cave formations may have aesthetic

significance; they may be composed of rare minerals, sone of

which are only found within caves; they may also provide a

record of past temperature changes (Marceron l-988).

Cultural Va1ues: caves may act as rrnatural museumsrr ,

preserving evidence of past human activity (frlatson l-990).

Bioloqical Va}ues: Caves provide essential habitat for many

animal species, some of which spend their entire life cycle

within caves, while others depend upon caves for some

critical point of their life (Culver L986).

Cave ecosystems may serve as

studies, whose findings may be

that are more intricate and

(Poulson :-.75).

laboratories for ecological

applied to other ecosystems

more economically valuable

L9



Paleontological Values:

insight into past plant

(Marceron 1-988).

Karst ecosystems

may have value as

PaleontoÌogical remains may provide

and animal species and communities

may also have educational values, and they

a unique landscape within a region.

Recreational valuess Many people visit and explore caves.

A second purpose for inventorying karst systems is to

understand how the surface and subsurface are interrelated.
This knowledge is essential for karst management. If local
karst processes are understood, then potential impacts to

karst resources can be identified and consequently,

ameliorative actions can be proposed (T. Aley, Ozark

Underground Laboratory, pers commun. ) .

3.3.2 CLÀSSIFICATION

The second stage to the fnventory and Classification
procedure is to classify the karst resources into management

c1ass, based upon the inventory stage.

Some examples of inventory and classification systems in use

are:

20



BUREAU OF LÀND !.Í.ÀNAGEUENT (BEl{) - NEIÍ UEXICO SYSTEU!

In the Roswell District of New Mexico, the Bureau of Land

Management utilizes a rrDual-Codingtt inventory and

classification system (BI,}f l-988) .

The BLM inventories cave contents and hazards, and ranks

caves into 1 of 7 Content classes and l- of 6 Hazard classes

(Figure 3). For example, a Content class A cave has few or

no features of scenic value and it can withstand heavy

visitation. In contrast, a Content Class F cave is fragile

and delicate and is closed to recreationaf caving'

Similari-y, Hazard C1ass I caves are safe, while Hazard C1ass

vf caves are extremely dangerous.

Based upon contents and hazards, each cave is categorized

into 1 of 6 !,tanagement Classes, which specifies the required

level of intensity. For example, Uanagement Class 1 caves

are developed caves intended for visitor use. In contrast,

Management CIass 6 caves are closed to almost everyone

because of their fragile or sensitive contents, and/or

because theY are dangerous.

OTHER TTDUAL-CODING CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMSs

2L



FIGURE 3: BI,U NEW T-IEXICO IN\TENTORY AND CI.'ÀSSTFICATION

SYSTEM

IIN¡ENTORY

CLÀSSIFICÀTION

Contents (A - G)

Hazards (f - VI)

}ÍANÀGEUENT CLASS

(1 6)

22



In the Ely Oistrict, Ely Nevada, the BLM also utilizes a

rrDual-CodingI inventory and classif ication systern, whereby

caves are assigned a management class based upon cave

contents and hazards (BLM L985).

Likewise, the U.S. National Park Service has al-so adopted

this system for the caves of Buffalo National River,

Arkansas (NPS l-984) . Sinilarly, the U. S. National Forest

Service uses this systern for the Ozark National- Forest,

Arkansas (Ramey l-990) .

THE BRITISH COI,U}ÍBIA UINISTRY OF FORESTS:

The B. C. Ministry of Forests utilizes a modif ied rrNew

Mexicorr inventory and classification system (8.C. Ministry
of Forests 1990). They classify caves into l- of 3 Surface

Management Types, and l- of 3 Subsurface Management Types,

based upon cave resources, hazards and appeal (Figure 4).

CRITICISIIS OF THE IINEW }TEXICOII SYSTEM

The rrNew Mexicorr system focuses on evaluating individual
caves and does not necessarily consider the entire karst

ecosystem (Marceron L988). Furthermore, this system may not

evaluate the regional or national significance of karst

resources (Marceron LgBB) .
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FTGURE 4: B.C. INVENTORY AND CLÀESTFTCÀTTON
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Surface
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There are sirnilar criticisms about karst management in 8.C.,
where it is argued that managrement concentrates on cave

entrances and not on karst ecosystems (Griffiths l_991_) .

OTHER TINTENTORY Ã¡¡D CI¿ASSIFICATTON SYSTEUS
*

L) A cave rnanagement system, based on biological,
paleontological, historic/cultural, recreat,ional, geologicat

and educational resources values has been developed by

Nieland (1990). This system has been proposed for use in
Lava Beds National ltonument, California, where caves would

be classified into 4 management types (Sowers et aI. t-999).

À drawback of this systern is that it is designed to manage

visitor access on1y, and it does not address land use.

However, it seems 1ike1y that it could be nodified to
consider both surface and subsurface uses. Another shortfall
of this system is that it too fails to evaluate the regional

or national significance of a karst ecosystem.

2) The Spelean Resources Inventory and Evaluation System

considers the quality and sensitivity of cave resources, and

the degree to which those resources are threatened (Marceron

l-988). The advantage of this system over those systems

previously discussed is that it. Íncorporates threats to the

karst ecosystem.
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3) The Natural History staff of the Nova Scotia Museum

utilized a nulti-disciplinary approach to acquiring

infornation pertinent to the management of Hayes Cave, Nova

Scotia. This team researched the cave environment, the plant

and animal life surrounding the cave, and the historical

land uses in the area (Morris 1-985) . Based on this

information the team then identified conservation issues and

recommended a management Plan.

This inventory procedure offers a very useful framework for

managing single caves.

SIGNIFICANCE AND APPT,ICABII,ITY

CI,ASSIFICÀTION SYSTEMS

IN\TENTORY

An inventory and classificatj-on system provides a systematic

nay of obtaining and evaluating information on karst

resources. Any of the systems previously rnentioned could be

tailor-made to evaluate Manitoba's karst and to provide the

technical information necessary for karst management.

However, the system adopted for Manitoba should evaluate the

regional, national and international significance of the

provincers karst.
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Should karst management in Manitoba focus on a single cave,

an inforrnation gathering framework could be developed from

the procedure used for HaYes Cave.

3 . 4 KARST I'ÍANÀGEMENT: STEP 2 IMPÀCT ÀSsEssI{ENT

A second conmon step of karst management is to identify

current and potential impacts to karst ecosystems. To

thoroughly assess karst impacts, it is essential to:

i) Understand karst fundamentals.

ii) Inventory and evaluate karst resources.

3 . 4. 1 KARST FUNDÀIIÍENTÀLS

Five basic principles of karst that are pertinent to karst

impact assessment and management are:

L) In karst terrain the surface and subsurface are

interconnected (AIey l-990) .

2) Water is the principal instrument that unites the surface

and subsurface (Aley L990).

3) Since autotrophic processes are inconseguential within

caves, cave ecosystems depend upon the surface environment

for food input (Poulson 1975).
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4) The interchange of air and water between the surface and

the subsurface affects the cave environment (Tuttle and

Stevenson 1977). Consequently, spatial and temporal changes

to cave ternperature and hunidity can inpact cave fauna and

speleothems (Tuttle and Stevenson L977).

5) Caves are non-renewable resources (Marceron l-990)

Since the surface and subsurface are interconnected in karst
terrain, êDy activity that interferes with air flow, air
temperature, hunidity, hydrology, water guality and cave

input (such as food sources) may have a serious impact upon

karst resources. AIso, âDy activlty that restricts the

movement of cave fauna, either within the cave or between

the cave and the surface, [ây be detrimental to the cave

ecosystem.

3.4.2 KARST IMPÀCTS

Examples of surface and subsurface actions that may damage

karst resources are examined in the following discussion.

FORESTRY OPERÀTIONS
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The British Colurnbia Ministry of

potential irnpacts that forestrY

karst environments.

Forests (1983) recognizes 5

operations may have upon

L) Road construction and its accompanying blasting

operations may; collapse cave ceilings, plug cave entrances

and ruin cave formations.

2) Clear-cuttÍng and bulldozing may cause hydrological

modifications that could impact water guality, disrupt

soits, clog or erode cave corridors, discolour speleothems,

and destroy cave organisms.

3) So1id wood residues (trunks, branches, twigs etc. ) may

block cave entrances which may increase Coz leveIs within

the cave. This could harm cave biota and impede the growth

of speleothems.

4) Clear-cutting could destroy surface habitat that cave-

dwelling animal-s (eg. bats) depend upon.

5) Construction of logging roads could increase the

accessibility of some caves, which could Lead to damage by

visitors.
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Clear-cutting is regarded as the principal threat to karst

resources on Vancouver Island (Griffiths 1-990a) where 6

significant karst systems have been damaged (Griffiths

l-991-). Examples of such destruction are (8.C. Ministry of

Forestry no date):

f-) The entrance to Maguinna Cave, the second deepest cave on

Vancouver Island, hIaS completely blocked as a result of road

construction.

2) A portion of Minigill cave was excavated during the

expansion of a ballast Pit-

3) The forest surrounding Scorch Cave hlas slash burned' As a

result, soot and fouled air penetrated the cave, soiled

speleothems and possibly impacted cave ecology'

4) Diesel fuel $¡as spilled into Diesel cave, either

road construction or timber harvesting. Cave water

polluted and wildlife was destroyed.

A1so, clear-cutting near Glory rOIe Cave, Vancouver Island,

has been cíted as the cause of windthrow which result'ed in 6

trees falling into the cave entrance (Morris l-990) .

from

was
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Logging practices of 20 years ago in the Dry Medicine Lodge

Creek area, I{yoming have also had detrimental effects upon

karst resources (AIey, Ozark Underground Laboratory, pers

commun. ) . Logging debris, and sediment from roads that rfere

built across sinkholes have plugged karst waterways.

However, it has been noted that these forestry operations

were poor practices that occurred in steep canyons and in

narro$r valleys (A1ey, Ozatlr* Underground Laboratory, pers

commun. ) . Therefore, these forestry methods may not be

typicat of operations utilized today.

An indirect example of forestrY

in the Pacific northwest of the

vandalized after logging roads

(Petty Le77).

impacts on karst is APe Cave

U.S.,A. This cave was readily

increased access to the cave

I!.IPACTs OF OTHER VEGEIIATION }ÍANIPULÀTTON

Cave flooding could possibly result from overgrazing (Petty

Lg77) which could impact cave fauna (Tuttle and Stevenson

L977). Grazing can also cause soil erosion that may irnpact

upon cave resources (Torgac Cave Management PIan l-989).

!.TINING IMPACTS
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The irnpacts of mining operations on karst resources may

entail(B.C.MinistryofLands'ParksandHousingl-980):

1-) Road construction could break down or nodify cave

entrances.

2) Local hydrology and water guality could be affected'

3)Debriscouldbedirectlydurnpedintokarstsystems,otit
couldenterindirectlythroughwaterways.

4) Caves could be excavated'

5)Miningroadscouldincreaseaccessibiritytocaves.

GROUND IÍATER POI,I,UTION

Ground water in karst regions rnay become polluted from:

i) Improper sewage treatment (AIey l-990) '

ii)Irresponsiblesolidwastedisposal(Hardwickand
Gunn 1-989a) '

iii)Contaminatedsurfacerunofffromparkinglots
(AIey 1990) ' farms (Hardwick and Gunn L989a) ' etc'

II,TPACTS FRO!'Í HU!'ÍÄN VISITATION

Perhaps any tine a person enters a cave they alter it in

somelìIay(McAlpinel-983).Belowisalistingofhowvisit'ors

may imPact the cave environment:
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Disturbanceof'CaveFauna:Hibernatingbatsmayhaveonly

enoughstoredenergytolastthewinter(McCracken]-988).If
theyaredisturbedandarousedfromhibernation,theywill
utilize some of their energy savings and thus' they may not

haveenoughenergytosurvivethewinter(McCracken].988).
The outcome of disturbing a bat for several hours during

hibernationcouldbetoreducethebat|sabilitytoremain

inhibernationby2:co3weeks(Poulson].975).Batsarevery
vulnerabletosuchdisturbancesandtheyhavenodefense

mechanism to protect themselves from such interruptions

(Kovats L989) '

Banding hibernating bats is thought to be one of the

principal causes of declíning bat populations

Czechoslovalcia,andsincelgEothispracticehasbeen

terminated (Murphy l-989) ' Banding has also hurt bat

poputationsintheUnitedStatesandconseç[uent}y,theU.S.

Fishand!,IildlifeServicehasimplementedarnoratoriumon

þat banding (Fenton 1-988) '

Also,disturbingbatcoloniesatnurserysitesmaycause

bats to abandon the sites (McCracken l-988) '

Vandalism: Vandalism may

it may take many forms'

be intentional or unintentional and

such as killing cave fauna (Tuttle
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LgTg), disfiguring and Iittering cave interiors (McAlpine

1983), and discoLourÍng and breakÍng cave for¡natÍons

(Marceron 1988, McAlpine 1983) ' For example ' recreational

caving is the rnajor cause of danage to British caves that

are protected for scientific purposes (Hardwick and Gunn

1989b).

Introdluction of Forsígn t{aterialg: The cave environmen! rnay

be aLtered by introducing foreign nateriars into the cave'

For exanple' human visitors may introduce lÍnt into caves'

v¡hich is an unnatural food source and it rnay cause algae

grosrth (Marceron 1988) '

scientifíc and Bobby collecting: ctt" attotttions and fauna

are both subject to renoval'

The population size and reproductive potential of some cave

fauna is so low that collecting specirnens for scientific

purposes could be devastating (McALpine 1983) and some

species ¡ray not be able to recover (PoulÊon 1975) '

II,TPÀCTS OF ÀI'IIERING EHE CAVE ENVI RONI1TENIT

rr f ¡nProve¡nentsrr to caves ¡nay

exampLe, Lighting sYstens

rnodifY the cave ecosystem' For

instaÌIed in caves may cause
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algae, moss and moss protonema to gros/ (Marceron l-988).

Furthermore, the construction of additional entrances may

result in cave drying. Such was the case when an elevator

shaft was built in Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico (Petty

l-g77). Likewise, the enlargement of entrances may also alter

the cave microclimate (Pou1son 1975) -

Installing gates at the entrance or within a cave may have

very serious impacts upon the cave environment, and

conseguently cave resources. Gating is done to protect cave

fauna, cave formatíons and landowners from prosecution

(Hathorn and Thornton 1986).

Improperly designed gates may cause bat populations to

decline (Petty Lg77). Gates must not interfere $¡ith air

f]ow, cave temperatures or movement of bats (Tuttle L977).

Changes in air flow may alter cave temperatures and

conseguently, frây diminish the quality of the cave as a

hibernaculum or as a nursery roost (Tuttle 1'977). Gates may

also increase bat predation by forcing bats to slot^¡ down

rlrhen entering the cave (Tuttle L977) . There is concern about

the effects of gates when they are installed on cave

entrances less than L42 cm. (5 ft) in diameter (Tuttle

Le77).
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As a general guide, bat gate openings should be 1,4.6 nm

(5.75 inches) high and 6l-rnm (24 inches) wide (Hathorn and

Thornton l-986). (This should be considered when designing

gates in Manitoba).

I{ithin 2 years of gating, bats abandoned 4 of 5 caves in the

southeast U.S.A. between L969 and 1976 (Tutt1e 1,977). They

remained in the fifth cave, but their population I^Ias reduced

due to increased mortality.

An iII-designed gate was the cause of bats abandoning Dry

Cave, New Mexico (Petty 1977). However, once the gate was

redesigned, the bats returned

As an alternative to gates, caves in the Buffalo National

River, Arkansas, that are used by endangered bat species are

protected by fences (NPS 1984). Fencing may be the only

suitable alternative to gates in situations where predation

and altering air flow is possible (Tuttle L977).

3.5 KARST MANAGEI-IENT: STEP 3 GENERÀIJ PRESCRIPTIONS

Once the karst values have been identified and the potentÍal

irnpacts analyzed, a general rnanagement approach is
prescribed. Figure 5 lists 5 general approaches to karst

management.
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FIGURE 5! GENERÀL UANÀGEMENT PRESCRTPÎIONS

l
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3.5.1 SPECIÀú LÀIID DESIGNATIONS

One approach to karst management ís to ]egally protect a

karst region by establishing a special land designation such

as a park, ecological reserve, natural history arear etc.

Some exampl-es of special land designations to protect karst

resources are; Carlsbad Caverns National Park, NevI Mexicoi

Cody Caves Provincial Park, B.C.; Plateau Mountain Ice Cave

Natural Area, A1berta, and Ratrs Nest Cave Provincial

Historic Resource, Alberta.

The inventory and classification systems utilized by the BLM

(l_gg5), u.s. Forest service (u.s.. Forest service Manual

i-986) and the B.C. Ministry of Forests (l-990) provide for

karst sites to be withdrawn frorn appropriation and

safeguarded by a special land designation.

3. 5.2 !Í.ANAGE!'ÍENT GUIDELINES

Another strategy is to establish a set of guidelines

reconmendíng what activities are acceptable in a karst area'

and how these activities are to be executed.

For example, the U.S. Forest Service (l-986) has a list of

general concerns about timber harvesting in karst regions

and they have developed specific guidelines for harvest'ing
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in particular forests

Management PIan).

(Gifford Pinchot National Forest

Likewise, the B. C. Ministry of Forests (l-990) has also

devetoped a list of forestry guidelines for karst regions.

These guidelines evolved through consultation trith the

provincial government, forest industry and the provincial

speleological groups. It is the intention of the Forest

Service to elevate the status of these optional guidelines

to actual forest poticy that forest companíes will have to

follow (vlhitfield, B.c. Ministry of Parks, pers. commun.)

3. 5. 3 KARST LEGISLATION

Another approach to karst management to establish karst

protection legislation.

For example, more than 30 countries and 24 of the u.s.

states have some form of cave protection legislation

(GrÍffiths Lee0b).

The U.S. has passed the Federal Cave Resources Protection

Act of 1988, which provides protection for sígnificant caves

on federal- lands. The act formally recognizes that karst
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management requires the mutual cooperation of land managers

and the caving communitY.

The caving cornmunity in B.C. has drafted a Cave Protection

Act that would safeguard significant caves as natural

systerns, and the act also delineates prohibited activities

and associated penalties (Griffiths l-991-) .

3.5.4 PRIVATE AND COOPERATIVE CAVE PROTECtrION

Private groups such as the Nature Conservancy have been

active in several U.S. states acquiring conservation

easements, Ìeasing and gating caves, and researching cave

fauna (Foster IgBg, Opel L99l-). They are also promoting

cooperative management agreements between landowners,

qovernment and non-profit groups (Opel 1-991).

Cooperative agreements

qovernment agencies and

clean and maintain caves,

research (Goodbar l-990) .

have also been struck between

caving c1ubs, whereby the clubs

lead caving tours and conduct cave

AIso, caving clubs may control access to a cave. For

example, Candlestick Cave' Vancouver Island, is managed by

the B.C. Ministry of Forests in cooperation with MacMillan

Btoedel. However, a cave custodian is appointed from the
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caving corununity to control access to the cave (B.C.

Ministry of Forests L982).

3.5.5 COI,IBINATTONS

A final approach to karst management is to incorporate more

than one of these strategies into a management plan. For

example, general guidelines may apply to a karst regíon, but

very sensitive caves may be protected by a special l-and

designation (8.C. Ministry of Forests L990).

3.6 SPECTFIC ÀPPROACIIES TO !.Í.ANA'GET.ÍENT

Some of the specific management tools available are:

The Roswel-I BLM have guidelines for establishing buffer

zones around caves (Safford, BLI{' pers. commun. ).

- Visitor access may be controlled through the use of:

i) Gates
ii) Fences
iii) permits
iv) Use limits (number of visitors per trip, number of
tríps per year, time of Year etc. )
v) secrecy

Visitors may be diverted from sensitive to less sensitive

caves.

- Signs may deter visitors frorn entering a cave.

Cave entrances may be hidden.
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The public should be educated of cave values and cave

conservation.

Short and long-term damage may be evaluated and managernent

plans can be appropriately altered.

Damage to caves maY be rePaired.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter, Essentials of Karst Management, has discussed

the evaluation of karst resources and how these resources

may be damaged by surface and subsurface activities. This

chapter has also reviewed various v/ays to manage karst

ecosystems in order to ameliorate hármful impacts'

Currently, Manitoba has no karst management p1an. However,

by adopting appropriate karst rnanagement technigues from

other reglions, a framework can be developed for Manitoba to;

i) Evaluate Manitobars karst resources,

ii) Assess the potential threats to these resources,

iii) Determine the need for a management plan,

iv) If management is vrarranted, evaluate management

options, and

v) ImPlement a management PIan.
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4.0 RESULTS

PART 1: PHYSICÀL. BIOI¡OGICÀIJ ¡\¡ID CUI¡TUR¡II¡ RESOURCES

A.L PHYSICAI, SETÎING

4.1.1 IJOCATION

As illustrated in Figure I' karst features have been

identified in Manitoba as far south as Garson (Sweet et al'

l_9BB), in various locations within the southern and northern

Interlake (Voitovici and McRitchie, l-989; McRitchie and

Voitovici, lggo; Speleotogical Sqciety of Manitoba' In

Press) and as far north as Grass River Provincial Park

(Anderson l-988) .

Most of Èhe karst exptoration in the province has occurred

in the Grand Rapids uptand Region, the Gypsumville Lake

St. Martin area, and the Southern fnterlake'

4.L.2 STUDY AREA

The three study areas of this practicum were the Grand

Rapids Uplands, the Gypsumville Lake St. Martin area, and

the Dallas - Hodgson area (Figures 6-8)'
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FIGURE 6! GRÃND RÀPIDS UPLANDS ETUDY REGION
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FIGURE ?a: GYPSUI{I/IÛLE-LÀKE 81I. ttARTfN STUDY ãREA
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FIGURE 8S DALLAS-BODGSON STUDY ÀREÀ
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Although karst features have been reported in several other

locations of the southern fnterlake (Sweet et aI. 1988,

Voitovici and McRitchie l-989), this paper will restrict its

southern Interlake study area to the DaIlas Hodgson

region. This is because very significant caves, in terms of

size and biological values have been found within the Dallas

- Hodgson area.

4.1.3 BÀCKGROUND ON IÍIIY CAVES ARE FOUND TN I.Í.ANITOBÀ

GENERAL

Karst landforms develop in carbonate and evaporate

sedirnentary rocks, and in guartzite (Bogfi l-980). The karst

features of Manitoba are located within the carbonate and

evaporite sedimentary rocks of the physiographic (landform)

region, the Manitoba Lowlands.

The najority of the Manitoba Lowlands is underlain by

sedimentary rock. These rocks were formed from sediments

deposited in shallow seas that repeatedly inundated the

North American continent during the Paleozoic Era (570 to

225 rníI1ion years ago) .

Not all of the sedimentary bedrock of the Manitoba Lowlands

are of Paleozoic age. The sedimentary strata of the Lake St.
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Martin crater ís approximately Permian in age (200 25O

nillion years ago) (McCabe and Bannatyne L97o).

GRÀ!¡D RÀPIDs AREÀ

In generaÌ, the Grand Rapids area is nainly composed of

dolornite and to a lesser extent sandstones that lie atop of

older Precambrian basement rocks (McCabe and Bezys l-990).

The dolomites and sandstones are sedimentary rocks that

formed during the Siturian (approxinately 43O 395 nillion

years ago) and ordovician (approximately 5OO 43o million

years ago) periods of the Paleozoic Era.

The Silurian and ordovician strata

another by a series of escarPments

metres high and are oriented towards

(McCabe and BezYs 1-990) . On the

are separated from one

that range from 2 to L5

the north and northeast

eastern side of the

p1ain, typified byescarpment is an ordovician

glaciolacustrian deposits (Klassen l-986) and dendritic

drainage (Voitovici and McRitchie l-989).

On the western side of the escarpment is the Silurian

Uptands, which lacks an organized system of drainage

(Voitovici and McRitchie l-989). Much of the snowmelt and

rainwater in the regíon percolate through sinkholes, as

opposed to flowing overl-and.
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rt is in the dolomites of the Silurian Uplands on the

western side of the escarpment that many of the karst

features (such as solution caves) of the Grand Rapids region

have been found (Sweet et aÌ. l-988).

GyPSUl.fi/ff,'LE-LÀKE ST. UARTIN AREA

Within the Gypsumville-Lake St. Martin region is a crypto-

explosion crater, approximately 22.5 kilometres in diameter,

which may have formed during the Permian or Triassic
periods (2oO -25o rnillion years ago) (Bannatyne and Watson

Le82) .

The regional geology is composed of ordovician and Silurian

carbonates. However, within the crater, Paleozoic strata and

granitic basement rocks are exposed (McCabe and Bannatyne

L97O). These rocks were disturbed during crater formation

and are consequently termed the trst. Martin Seriesrr.

Overlyíng the St. Martin Series are younger deposits of rrred

bedsrr (reddish-brown dolomitic siltstones, sandstones and

shales) and rrevaporitesrr (gypsum and anhydrites) that vtere

formed during the Jurassic Period (L75 million years ago)

(Gunter 1987).
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The red beds reach a depth of 60 metres (Speleological

society of Manitoba. rn Press) and the evaporites reach a

depth of 42 metres (McCabe and Bannatyne L97O). The

evaporite deposits occur as ridges, that in places rise l-5

metres above the surrounding terrain (Mccabe and Bannatyne

1'982). These deposits are located in an arc-shaped bert that
is approximately 16 kilometres rong and l-3 kirometres wide,

and runs northeastward from Gypsumville to the eastern side

of Gypsum Lake (Gunter l-987).

It is within these gypsum deposits (that occur entirely
within the crypto-explosion crater). that the caves of this
region occur.

DALLAS-HODGSON AREA

The bedrock geology of the Dalras-Hodgson region is composed

of ordovician carbonates (Minerals Map of Manitoba l-9go) and

the caves of this region are found in ordovician rimestone

and cherty dolomite (Sweet i-989a) .

POTENTIÀI¡ FOR FURTHER CAVE DTSCOVERIES

Solution caves may form

gypsun and rock salt
in limestone, dolonite, marble,

(Palmer L990). Furthermore, âs
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previously discussed, the Manitoba Lowlands are underlain by

Paleozoic carbonates (Iimestone, dotornite and dolornitic

limestone) and Jurassic evaporites (gypsurn and anhydrite)

which provide a medium for cave formation.

Atthough most of the cave exploration in the province has

concentrated in the three study areas, exposed cavities have

been reported as far north as The Pas and as far south aS

Garson (speleological Society of Manitoba. In Press).

Not all areas of the Manitoba Lowl-ands have been thoroughly

explored and therefore significant discoveries may stiIl

occur

4.2 KARST RESOURCES

4.2.1 GRåND RÀPIDS UPITANDS

KÀRST RESOURCES: GENERAI,

The Silurian Uplands are characterized by large areas of

exposed dolomite bedrock, termed pavements (Voitovici and

McRitchie l-989). These pavements are solutional in origin

(Sweet, unpubLished paper) and may be classified into at

least 5 categories (Sweet 1989b).
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Several trenches and 2 types of sinkholes (round and

shalIow, and those resemblíng enlarged joints) have forrned

within these pavements (Sweet 1"989b). Many of the trenches

and sinks in the region have further developed to form

caverns (Sweet et. aI. 1-988) .

Other karst features identified within the Silurian Uplands

are; Zanjones (enlarged joints which are tens of metres

long), clints (a section of rock which has risen out of its

corroded joints or bedding ptanes), grikes (solution-eroded

joints), karren (solution cut grooves in karst pavement) and

kamenitzas (solution basins) (Sweet, unpublished paper).

The karst resources of the Grand Rapids Regi-on are unique

because no !ühere else in Canada are such features found in

such arid and flat conditions (Sweet et al. l-988) '

cÀvEs

The following data on caves is based upon information

gathered by Voitovici and McRitchie (1989), McRitchie and

Voitovici (L990), and the Speleological Society of Manitoba

(SSM In Press).

Number of Caves
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Of the L46 caves that have

SSM, as of November L99O,

Rapids Uplands.

been confirmed and located by the

44 are located within the Grand

Length of Caves

The longest caves in this region, rrMooseArm Pitrt and

ff Lookout Crevicert measure 45.5 metres and 43.0 metres

respectively. The shortest caves of the region are rrl{et

Memoryrr and rrChainrr, which measure 2.o and 3.5 metres,

respectively.

Depth of Caves

The depth of the caves of this region range from 13.4 to 0.5

metres. Seven of the provincers deepest caves, including

Manitoba t s deepest cave, rrKnoll Chimneytt (l-3.4 metres) are

found within this region.

Orientation of Caves

The caves of the Grand Rapids region appear to be the result

of the enlargement of joints (fractures in the bedrock) by

solution (Sweet l-989b). Conseguently, the caves are oriented

in the same direction as the main joints (Sweet 1-989b). That

is, approximately L20 degrees east-west and they are also

positioned in a north-south direction (Anderson L988).
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Along these fractures, caves may be situated in groups, or

they may appear individually (Sweet 1-989a)

Cave Fo¡mation

Sweet (L989b) suggests that some, but not all, of the caves

in the Grand Rapids region have formed within the last

LOTOOO years (since the last glaciation) by the dissolving

power of snow rneltwater and precipitation from

thunderstorms. A contrary opinion supposes that the caves of

the Grand Rapids region are remnants of larger caverns that

formed before the last glaciation (Lammers, Manitoba Museum

of Man and Nature, pers. commun. ).

Regardless of whether the caves are preglacial or

postglacial in origin, there are two fundamental points to

be made. First, the caves in the region are still active (G.

Lammers, Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, pers. commun. )

and therefore, any land use changes that interfere with

karst processes may affect future cave development. Second,

and perhaps more importantly, these caves have taken

thousands or perhaps millions of years to form and hence,

they shoul-d be regarded as non-reneltable resources.

Cave Deposits

In general, few speleothems have been found in the caves of

the Grand Rapids region, hov'rever, some caves do exhibit
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fretted spongework, pseudo-popcorn

al. 1988).

4.2.2 GYPST'MVIIJIJE-LAKE 8T. I.fARTTN ãREA

KARST RESOURCES: GENERAIJ

To date, there are 3

Gypsumville Lake St.

and micro-gours (Sweet et

principal karst locations within
Martin region (Figures 7a and 7b)

i) The North Quarry region
ii) East of Gypsum Lake: North Sector
iii) East of Gypsum Lake: South Sector

The type of karst found in this area is termed rrCockpitrl

(srnalI karst depressions) and is characterized by sinkholes

and caves. This region supports one of the highest

concentrations of rrgypsum-sinkhol-esrr in Canada, some of

whích are more than l-00 metres in diarneter (Voitovici and

McRitchie 1-989) .

The gypsum topography of the Gypsumville Lake St. Martin

region is unique in Canada, perhaps in North America, and

furthennore, it is the last known example of pristine gypsurn

topography in North America (Stenson L989).

cÀvEs
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The following data on caves is based upon infornation
gathered by voitovici and McRitchie (19g9), McRitchie and

Voitovici (l-990), and. the spereological society of Manitoba
(SSM In Press).

Number of Caves

Eighty-five caves, or more than s8å of the caves in Manitoba
documented by the ssM occur within the Gypsurnvilre region.
Twenty-five are found near the Gypsurnville north quarry and

60 are located east of Gypsum Lake; 30 in the north sectj_on
and 30 in the south section.

Length of Caves

Thirty-nine of the 85 caves found in
have been measured, and 3g have been

the Gypsumville region

mapped.

cave length ranges from 22o.o to 7.o metres. Eight of the
provj-ncers longest caves are in this region, incruding
Manitobats two longest caves, ,The satin spar catacomb

systernrr (22o.0 metres) and 'Labyrin¡¡r (l_g9.0 metres). These

2 caves are located in the southern and northern sectors
East of Gypsum Lake, respectively.

The average length of the caves in this region is 44.o

metres.
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Depth of Caves

Cave depth ranges from 9.0 to 0.5 metres, and the average is

2.3 metres.

Cave Fornation

The najority of caves in this area are believed to have

formed by dissolution since the Last glaciation (K. Monson'

University of wpg., pers. commun. ) . Like the caves in the

Grand Rapids area, these too are believed to be active

(Speleological Society of Manitoba, unpubl. data).

Cave Deposits

Gypsum popcorn and ice crystalq are among the cave

formations found in the region.

4.2.3 DAIJLAS - HODGSON AREA

KÀRST RESOURCES: GENER.AI,

Trenches, sinkholes and caverns have formed

ordovician doÌomites and cherty dolonitic limestones

region (Sweet et. al-. l-988).

tn

of

the

this

CAVES

The following data on caves is based upon information

gathered by Voitovici and McRitchie (l-989), McRitchie and

Voitovici (l-990), and the Spe1eological Society of Manitoba

(SSM In Press).
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Number of Caves

Nine caves have been found within this region.

Length of Caves

All of the caves found in this region have been measured.

Length ranges from L65.3 metres (Bat Cave) to l-1-.0 metres

(Anklebiter). The average length is 42.9 ¡netres.

Depth of Caves

Cave depth ranges from L2.5 metres (Bat Cave) to l-.8 metres

(Anklebiter), and the average depth is 5.8 metres.

rrBat Caverr is the third longest cave in the province and it

is also the provincers second deepest.

Cave DeposÍts

rrBroccolirr and budding stalagmites have been recorded (Sweet

et. aI. l-988), as well as small straws, draperies, cascading

buttresses and flowstone.

4.3 BIOLOGICÀL RESOURCES

A more detailed account of biological resources is located

in the first 3 appendices.
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4.3.1 BATS

Little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus) and Keenrs bats (Myotis

keeni) are native to Manitoba and depend upon selected caves

for a winter hibernacul-a. However, only a small percentage

of the caves in the province meet the required temperature

and hunidity conditions suitable for a hibernaculum (J.

Dubois, Manitoba Museurn of Man and Nature, pers. commun. ) .

Furthermore, these bats appear to be toyal to their

hibernating sites (Dubois l-989 , 1-990, l-991-) .

For reasons discussed in Chapter 3 , under rrKarst Impactsrr,

bat caves should not be entered from October 1- to May 15 (J.

Dubois, Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, pers. commun. ) .

GRAND RÀPIDS AREÀ

Bats have been observed in 9 caves

Region (Dubois, 1989, 1990, I99Li

Dalers and Microv/ave 1 are 3 caves

bats have been noted (Dubois l-989)

be significant hibernacula.

GYPSUIÍVILLE-LAKE ST. MARTTN AREÀ

Bats have been seen in 5 caves in the

Martin area (Dubois , 1-989 , L99O, L99:..i

cavern, located east of Gypsum Lake,

within the Grand Rapids

SSM In Press). Firecamp,

in which several hundred

and therefore; appear to

Gypsurnville-Lake St.

SSM In Press). Fold

may be an important
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v¡inter roosting site. Although few bats have been observed

in this cave, the amount of gTuano present suggests that this

cave may be an important hibernaculum.

DALIJAS-HODGSON ÀREÀ

The largest bat hibernaculum in Manitoba is St. Georgers Bat

cave, used by several thousand bats (rnostly little brown

bats but sorne Keents) (J. Dubois, Manitoba Museum of Man and

Nature, pers. commun. ) . So far it is known that bats migrate

to this cave f rom as far ar^¡ay as the Grand Rapids Uplands,

the Gypsurnville area and Melita (Dubois L991-) , which

emphasizes the regional importance of the cave as a bat

hibernaculum.

Bats have also been observed in f,Iindow Cave (SSM In Press) .

á.3.2 IM/ERTEBRATES

GRÀND RÀPIDS AREÀ

A nevr species of midge (Carnptocladius sp. ) h¡as found in

Firecamp Cave, in the Grand Rapids region on September 30,

l-990 (McKillop, unpubl. data) . This species may spend its

larval stage in the bat guano of the cave.

AIso, the Herald Moth (Scoliopteryx libratrix) has been

found in 9 caves (McKillop, unpubl. data; SSM In Press) and
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likewise, the Tissue Moth (Triphosa haesitata) has also been

observed in 9 caves (McKillop, unpubl. data). These moths

likely utilize the caves as overwintering sites.

In addition, midge-like flies (Exechiopsis sp. ) have also

been found in a cave in the Grand Rapids region (McKillop,

unpub. data). These insects may be able to complete their

entire life cycle within the cave environment. ÀIso,

mosquitoes (4. earlei) have been observed in 2 caves

(McKillop, unpub. data) .

GYPSUI.fVILLE-LAKE É¡T. MÀRTIN AREA

The Herald Moth has been located in 6 caves, the Tissue Moth

has been seen in 3 caves, and mosquitoes have been observed

preparing for hibernation ín l- cave (McKillop, unpubl.

data) .

DÀLLÀS-HODGSON

The Herald Moth

Tissue Moth has

data) .

4.3.3 RÀRE VASCUI,ÀR PIJÀNTS

Ten rare vascular plant species

three study sites (V[hite and

ÀREÀ

has been observed in 2 caves, while the

been seen in 1 cave (McKi11op, unpubl.

have been located near

Johnson l-980) . However,

the

ir
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appears as if none of these plant samples h¡ere taken from

within these three study regions (Manitoba Museum of Man and

Nature Natural Science Data Base; University of Manitoba

Herbarium).

These findings should not be interpreted to mean that there

are no rare plant species within the study sites. A detailed

botanical survey of these sites !¡as not conducted.

Therefore, it is unknown whether rare plant species inhabit

any of the study areas.

It should be emphasized that some of these species have a

wide natural range and therefore it is possible that they

could be found within the study regions. For exampJ-e, the

known distribution of Cypripedium arietinum in Manitoba is

from Lake r,Tinnipegosis to West Hawk Lake (white and Johnson

l-980). Hence, this plant could possibly be found within the

Gypsumville or Dallas-Hodgson study regions.

4. 4 PAIJEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Sinkholes and caves have been known to act as natural traps

for animals, and they may also act as a preservative

environment for faunal remains. Animal skeletons,

approximately 5oo0 years old, !,tere found in a Gypsurnville

sinkhole in L987 (Goulet, ID Press). An initial exarnination
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of these rernains suggests that this area may have been

vrarmer and drier 5,000 years ago (Goulet, ID Press) -

Ànimat remains vtere also discovered in a trench in the Grand

Rapids region. If the caves of this region are pre-glacia],

it is possible that fossils of extinct species may be found

(Goulet, fD Press).

4. 5 HTSTORTCAT,/ÀRCHEOLOGTCAL RESOURCES

Despite the prehistorical and historical importance of Grand

Rapids (McCarthy l-988), major archeological sites have not

yet been recorded from the karst sítes of the Grand Rapids

study area (Manitoba Historical Resources Branch) -

Likewise, significant archeological finds have not yet been

recovered from the Gypsurnville study site, nor have they

been found within the Dallas-Hodgson study area (Manitoba

Historical Resources Branch). However, late prehistoric (0

t-,400 A.D.) projectile points and a projectile point scraper

were found northwest of the Town of Gypsumville (Manitoba

Hj-storj-cal Resources Branch) .

Although significant archeologícaI discoveries have not been

recorded from the three study sites by the Manitoba

HistoricaL Resources Branch, it is lílcety that some sites
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sithin these areas may have

aboriginat peoPle who use these

known that hunting hibernating

caves was a significant activitY

(Tyrre11 l-889) .

cultural significance to

Iands. For example, it is

bears in the Gypsumville

for natives, a century ago

the forest

forestry is

PART 2: I,AND USE AND POTENTIÀI, I}IPACTS

4.6 FORESTRY

4 .6 .1 FOREST II{VENTORY

The following section provides an overview of

cover in the three study areas to assess whether

a potential threat.

GR.AND RÀPIDS ÀREÀ

All of the caves of the Grand Rapids area are located on at

least some Productive Forested Land and Some of the cave

areas contain segments of Non-Productive Forested Lands. The

doninant tree species is Jack pine, and to a lesser extent

Black spruce and Trembling aspen.

The region north of Buffalo Lake, which includes the

Sturgeon GilI Road, Moose Arm Pit, Trenchland and Cat Trail

cave areas, have been burned and Jack pine is starting to

regror^r. Likewise, the Squeaky cave region (located south of
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Jackpine Lake) and l- stand in the Reedy cave region have

also been burned and Jack píne is regrowing.

Mature forests occur in the Porcupine Cluster and Ten Mile

Road cave areas. These stands are composed primarily of Jack

pine with about 10 to 20? Black spruce.

GYPSUI.Í\¡ILLE-LAKE 8T. I*ÍARTIN AREÀ

NORTH OUARRY

The North Quarry cave region is cl-assífied as both Non-

Productive and Productive Forested Land. In the Productive

Forested Land the dominant tree species are Trenbling aspen

and to a lesser extent, B1ack spruce.

Approxirnately 95? of these stands are classified as immature

or younger, while only Seo of them are regarded as mature.

Trenbling aspen is the dominant species in the mature

stands.

EAST OF GYPSUM LAKE

Both Non-Productive and Productive Forested Lands occur

within this cave region. The most conmon tree species in the

Productive Forested Land appears to be Trembling aspen,

followed by Black spruce.
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ApproximatelY 90? of the

or younger. However, the

mature, the bulk of which

stands are classified

rernainíng 10å of the

are Trembling aspen.

as immature

forests are

DÀLIJÀS-HODGSON AREA

The Dallas-Hodgson studY area is

Productive Forested Land, with some

Forested Land.

classified mainlY as

areas of Non-Productive

This area hlas burned in l-989. The previous forest cover

consisted of Black spruce, Trembling Aspen, Jack Pine,

Balsam Fir, Vühite Birch, Tamarack and White Spruce and

Balsam Poplar.

4.6.2 CURRENT ÃND PROPOSED FORESTRY OPER.ATIONS

GRÀND R¡IPIDS AREÀ

The Grand Rapids study region lies within Forest Management

Units (F.M.U.s); 82 of the Nelson River Forest Section; and

F.M.U.s 5l- and 53 of the Saskatchewan River Forest Section.

F.M.U.s 51 and 53 are located within the Repap Manit.oba Inc.

Forest Management License (F.M.t.) area, while F.M.U. 82 is

not.
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Repap Manitoba Inc. is currently conducting their forestry

operations in accordance with the Repap Manitoba Inc. Five-

Year Forest Management PIan l-988 1992. This plan gives

Repap the authority to harvest timber in an area between

Wiltiam Lake and Little Limestone Lake, in F.M.U. 5l- (Figure

9). Sinkholes are known to exist in this area (W. Anderson,

Manitoba Parks Branch, pers. commun. ) and logging equipment

has already collapsed 1- cavern (J. Dubois, Manitoba Museum

of Man and Nature, Pers. commun.)-

According to

January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1994, Repap plans to harvest

24g,OOO cubj-c metres of softwood and T,OOO cubic metres of

hardwood from F.M.U. 5l-. Correspondingty, this company

intends to harvest 633rOOO cubic metres of softwood and

65rOOO cubic metres of hardwood from F.M'U' 53'

Repap also proposes to build L53 kilometres of main all-

weather roads in F.M.U.5l- and 177 kilometres of the same

type of road in F.M.U. 53. Figure l-o illustrates the

Iocation of the proposed harvesting sites within the Grand

Rapids study sÍte, for the years January L, l-990 to Decernber

3L, 1994.

This map shor,vs that tirnber harvesting is scheduled to occur

near the lfoon Lake Road and Reedy Lake cave areas. Also a
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winter road is proposed to link these two harvesting sites'

It should be noted that Dalers cave appears to be a

significant bat hibernaculum and that it is located in the

Reedy Lake cave area. It is possible that other caves in

this area may also be bat hibernacul-a (Speleological Society

of Manitoba. In Press).

Timber harvesting and 25 kilometres of a1l-weather road

construction is also proposed for the area between William

Lake and Litt1e Limestone Lake (Repap Manitoba Inc. l-989b) '

As previously mentioned, sinkholes occur in this region and

one cave has been damaged from logging. Caves are also

located south of the designated cutting area'

GYPSUMVILLE-LÀKE ST. IIíARTIN ÀREA

The karst sites near the North Quarry are located wÍthin

F.M.U. 43, while the karst sites east of Gypsum Lake are in

F.M.U. 45.

F.M.U. 43 is located within the Repap Manitoba Inc. F.M.L.

area, while the karst sites east and south of Gypsum Lake

are located within the Integrated Wood Supply Area #2 (IWSA

2).
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Repap

sites,
r-990

is not currently harvesting near the Gypsumville karst

nor do they plan to in their Five Year operating Plan

L994.

IWSA-2 is rnanaged by the provincial Forestry Branch, and

Àbitibi-Price Inc. has the first right to purchase or

harvest Spruce or balsam on Crown land. Current tinber

harvesting in the Gypsumville study region is mostly

accomplished by guota holders. Harvesting does not occur

T,ake neer the Dauohin River.

However, forests on private property can be harvested as the

or¡rners desire.

DALLAS.EODGSON AREÀ

Timber is currently being harvested in the Dallas-Hodgson

region and has impacted at least 1- karst site. rt was

reported to the SSM that in L989 a cave was deliberately

plugged with logging debri (J. Dubois, Manitoba Museum of

Man and Nature, Pers. commun. ) -

4.7 MINING

4.7 .1 GRãND RàPIDS AREÀ
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presently there is no commercial mineral extraction

occurring within the Grand Rapids study region. However, a

privatesectorcompanydoeshaveanactivepermitthat

allows them to explore for minerals in part of the study

area (Mining Records section 1-990a), and there are also

active rnining claims within the study area (Mining Records

Section L990b).

NICKEIJ-COPPER

underlying the Paleozoic strata of the Grand Rapids Area is

the precambrian Churchill-Superior Boundary zone. This zone

isanareaofirnportantmineraldeposits,suchasthe

Thompson-Nickel Belt. Consequently,. there is the potentiat

for nickel-copper deposits to be located within this

boundary zone (V[. D. McRitchie, Manitoba Geologicat Services

BE., pers. commun. ) .

During the late l-960s and early 1-970s, nickel hlas found at

three sites within the Grand Rapids study area (Mineral

Resources Branch). These locations htere located near Baker

Lake, southeast of Little Limestone Lake, and northeast of

Clearwater Lake.

LEAD-ZINC

The Paleozoic carbonate formations of the Manitoba Lowlands

are similar to those of the Mississippi River valley and
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those of Tennessee, v¡hich enbody significant lead and zinc

deposits (Sweet et aI. l-988). Furthermore, significant zj-nc-

lead and copper deposits have also been found in Paleozoic

limestones in other parts of Canada (Esposito L986).

Conseguently, the Geological Services Branch of Manitoba

Energy and Mines is conducting geochemical studies on the

Paleozoic strata of Manitobats fnterlake to assess its
potential for lead and zinc (McRitchie 1-989).

DOLOIIÍITE

Although there are dolomite outcrops within the study area

(Bannatyne l-988) this resource has .not been guarried at a

commercial scale from the area. However, such guarries have

existed south of the study area? near Grand Rapids and north

of the study area near Minago River (Mineral Map of Manitoba

r.980).

Dolomite of the Cedar Lake Formation occurs within the study

site (Bannatyne l-988). An analysis of this formation, from a

quarry at Fairford, Manitoba, has shown that this dolomíte

is of high quality and may be used to produce magnesium

rnetal and dolomitic line (Gunter L990) .

4.7.2 GYPSUMVIIJIJE-IrÀKE 8T. I|ÍARTIN ÀREÀ
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GYPSUM

Gypsum has been extracted from the Gypsurnville study region

since L90l- (BannatYne l-985) . The four principal

gypsun/anhydrite guarries, Gypsumville Quarry North,

Gypsunville Quarry South, Whippoorwill Hill Quarry and

Elephant Hill Quarry are operated by Dorntar Construction

Ltd. (Gunter 1-990).

Àt the present time there is a stockpile of qypsum at the

extracted from these locations.

4.7 .3 DALLÀS-HODGSON AREÀ

An interrnittently used sand and gravel quarry is located

approxinatety l_. 5 km ( l- mile) south of st. George I s Bat

Cave.

¡1.8 ABORIGINÀIJ PEOPLES ' INIIERESTS

The three study areas may be of interest to the Aboriginal

people of Manitoba because of:

i) unfulf iIl-ed Treaty Land

Indian Bands are entitled to, but

possibly be an issue in the Grand

Study Areas.

Entitlernent ( Iand that

never received). This may

Rapids and Dal-las-Hodgson
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ii) Northern Flood Agreement (compensation to be

awarded to 5 northern Indian bands for damages caused by

hydroelectric development projects on the churchill and

Nelson rivers). This may possibly be an issue in the Grand

Rapids StudY area.

iii) Traditionat Land Use (hunting, trapping, fishing'

berry picking, etc. ) .

iv) Cultura1 Significance.

4.8.1 GR.AND RÀPIDS ÀREA

TREÀTY I,AND ENÎIÍLEIÍENT

The federal governrnent has agreed that under Treaty No. 5,

the Norway House Band is entitled to more land than what

they initially received under this Treaty (T.A.R.R. l-984) '

Às of yet, these two parties have not reached a Treaty Land

Entitlement Agreement (M. Wagner, T'A'R'R' ' pers' commun') '

Therefore, it is unknown how much land or what land this

Band may select.

The federal government is also reviewing whether The Pas

Band has received its full Treaty Land Entitl-ement (T'À'R'R'

L984). Consequently it is uncertain whether this Band may be

entitled to, or desire any lands within the Grand Rapids

study area.
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NORTHERN FTOOD ÂGREEMENT

In addition to not receiving Full

Norway House Band is also PartY

Àgreement. Conseguently, the Grand

possibly be of interest to this

Northern Flood Agreement,-

Treaty Entitlenent, the

to the Northern Flood

Rapids studY area could

Band, pursuant to the

TRADTTIONÀL LÀND USE ÀND CUT,TURÀI, STGNIFICA¡¡CE

The Norway House Band, The Pas Band, the Moose Lake Band and

the Easterville Band tikely hunt in the Grand Rapids study

area (M. Wagner, T.A.R.R., pers. commun. ) . Therefore it' is

possible that these Bands may regard specific sites within

this study region as being culturally significant.

4.8.2 GyPSUMVILLE-LAKE 8T. UiARTIN AREA

The Fairford Band, the Litt1e Saskatchevran Band, The Narrows

Band and the Dauphin River Band are located near the

Gypsurnville study region and may utilize this area in

traditional l^¡ays. Likewise, they may also regard certain

sites within this region as being culturally significant.

4.8. 3 DÀLL,AS-HODGSON AREA

TREATY I,AND ENTITLEMENT
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The federal government is currently reviewing v¡hether the

Peguis Band has received its full Treaty Land Entitlement

(T.A.A.R. l-984). Conseguently it is uncertain whether this
Band may be entitled to, or desire any lands within the

Dallas - Hodgson study area.

TRÀDITIONÀL TÀND USE ÀND CULÎURÀL 8TGNTFICANCE

The Jackhead Band, the Fisher River Band, the Lake St.

Martin Band and the Dauphin River Band are located near the

Dallas Hodgson study region and may utilize this area in
traditional v/ays. Likewise, they may also regard certain

sites within this region as being culturally significant.

4.9 TRAPPTNG

A karst management strategy should consider its irnpact upon

other users of the area.

Trapping data were not available specifically for the three

study regions, but rather it were available by Registered

Trapline Section (for Grand Rapids and Gypsumville) and by

Open Area Trapping Section (for Dal1as). This data should

provide general Ínformation on the significance of trapping

within the study regions.

{.9.1 GRåND RÀPIDS REGISTERED TRÀPIJINE SECTION
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The total- nunber of trappers registered within the crand

Rapids Trapline Section, for the years !984/a5 to IgBg/gO,

ranged fron 86 ln 1986/87 to 45 in L989/90 (Manitoba Natural

Resources 1991). The average income per trapper for this
sa¡ne time period ranged fron $929 in 19g6/97 to S274 in
L989/90.

{.9.2 GYPSI'}IVTLI,E REGIsTERED TRàPIJINE SECTION

The total number of trappers registered within the

Gypsumville Trapline Section, for the years I9B4/85 to
1989/90 | ranged fron 45 in 1986/87 to 9 in r989/9O (Manitoba

Natural Resources l-99L). The average incorne per trapper for
this sarne time period ranged from $L,682 in L9e6/e7 to 9679

ín I989/9o.

4.9.3 DÀI,LÀs OPEN åREÀ ITRAPPTNG SECTION

The total number of trappers registered within the Dallas

open Area Trapping Section, for the years I9g4/85 to
I989/9O I ranged from 4O3 in I9e6/87 to L4]- in IgBg/gO

(Manitoba Natural Resources L991). The averaqe incorne per

trapper for this same ti¡ne period ranged fron $924 in
l9e6/87 ç232 in r989/9o.
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4.10 I,AND OWNERSHIP

The purpose of this section is to sumrnarize what l-ands of

the study areas are owned by the Provincial Crown, bY the

Federal Crown, or by private entities, and to delineate

those parcels of land whose sub-surface and/or surface

mineral rights are not owned by the Provincial crown.

A more detailed analysis appears in Appendix 5.

4.10.1 GRAND RAPIDS STUDY AREA

There are seven parcels of land Within the Grand Rapids

study region with encumbrances (Crown Land Registry Systern

1-991-). However, caves have not yet been documented from

these locations. The remainder, and majority of the study

area is provincial Crown land, with mineral and gfravel

rights belonging to the Crown.

4.LO.2 GYPSUI{VIIJLE-ITAKE ST. UARTIN AREA

NORTH OUARRY REGTON
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Much of the North Quarry Region, defined as Township 33,

Range g west, Section 2, is owned by Domtar Limited (Crown

Lands Registry System l-991-; Land Tit1es Registry).

GYPSUU LAKE EÀST - NORTHERN 8ECTOR

It appears that the largest concentration of caves in the

northern region is situated on private land (Figure 11)

(Crown Lands Registry System L99L; Land Tit1es Registry).

The two principle l-and holders are Domtar Linited and the

Canadian Northern Railway (presumably nov/ owned by the

Canadian National Railway) .

GYPSU}I LAKE EÀST - SOUTHERN SECTOR

The highest concentration of caves in the Gypsum Lake East

South Sector, which is located near Ànhydrite Hill (Figure

11), appears to be located on lands owned by Domtar Limited

(Crown Lands Registry Systern l-991-; Land Titles Registry).

The karst locations directly south of Anhydrite Hill are

located on and/or near property owned by Domtar Linited and

the Canadian Northern Raitway Company (Crown Lands Registry

System l-991-) . These karst localities are also situated near

lands which are for the use of the Litt1e Saskatchewan

Indian Reserve.
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The karst features which are located southeast of Ànhydrite

HilI (in Township 33, Range I west, section r-) are situated

on Provincial Crown Land, where the Crown olÀtns the Surface

and sub-surface rnineral rights (Crown Lands Registry Systern

leer-).

4. 10. 3 DÀI,LÀS-HODGSON AREA

The Dallas-Hodgson study area is located on Provincial Crown

Land, where the Crown orllns the Surface and Subsurface

mineral rights (Crown Lands Registry System l-991-) . An

ecological reserve has been proposed for the north half of

the south-east quarter of section 28, and the north-vtest

quarter of section 28, Township 30, Range l- east (L-

Campbetl, Land Manager, pers. commun.).

PÀRT 43 EVALUATION OF UANAGE}TENT OPTTONS

4. 11 CURRENT I'ÍANÀGE!'ÍENT

Currently there is no karst

of the 3 study areas, bY anY

management plan per se for any

jurisdiction.

4.11.1 GRAND RÀPIDS ÀREA
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I,AND TITLES REGISTRY
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In 1984, the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources,

through their planning document entitled rrThe North

Interlake Overview PIan and Interim Management Guidelinês",

recognized the importance of protecting the caves near

Littte Limestone Lake and the karst topography near Grand

Rapids.

This planning document has since expired but, the Little

Limestone Lake area was identified as a potential candidate

for a provincial park in the latest systems plan of the

Manitoba Parks Branch (Parks Branch l-985).

Moreover, the Canadian Parks Serryice has expressed an

interest in establishing a park in the Manitoba Lowlands and

one of the possible sites is the Litt1e Limestone Lake area

(Canadian Parks Service l-990) .

4.LL.2 GYPSUMVILIJE-IJAKE ST. MÀRTIN AREA

The Crown land in the Gypsumvitle Study Area is mainly zoned

for agriculture, except for the land irnrnediately east of

Gypsum Lake which is zoned as "Wildlife Landrr (CLCC L99l-) .

However, new land use codes have been proposed for the karst

areas east of Gypsurn Lake (North and South Sections) where

rrnon-compatibletr uses will not be allowed (L. Campbell,

Regional Land Manager, pers. commun.).
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Furthermore, the Parks Branch of the Manitoba Department of

Natural Resources has expressed an interest in the area east

of Gypsum Lake (Parks Branch 1990).

However, most of the karst sites appear to be on private

property, most of which is managed for gypsum production.

4. 11. 3 DAI,LAS-HODGSON ÀREÀ

The Crown land for 4 of the 9 cave sites of the DaIIas-

Hodgson area have been coded as Rare and Unique Sites

(Campbel1, Regional Land Manager,. pers. commun.). This

coding stipulates that development will not be allowed in

this area.

These sites are also a candidate for an ecological reserve

(R. Thomasson, crown Lands Branch, pers. commun. ) .

Active cave management consists of gating the entrance to

St. Georgers Bat Cave.

4.L2 T,I.ANAGEMENT OPTIONS

This section evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of

land managçment options.
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4.L2. 1 PROVINCIÀL IJA!{D DESIGNÀÍIONS

PROVINCIÀI, PARKS

AuthoritY

They are created by Order-in-Council, under the authority of

the Provincial Park Lands Act. They are managed by Parks

Branch, Department of Natural Resources-

AppIicabiIitY

They can be designated on Crown l-and, and private land may

be obtained for the park by purchase, Iease, excha¡ge,

expropriation or other means.

Advantages

1-) A feasible land designation for Crown land.

2) Acceptable uses could be stipul-ated in a park p1an.

3) Recreational caving would likely be allowed.

4) Pena1tíes for Prohibited acts-

5) Potential for cooperative management agreements.

Disadvantages

L) Park designation, boundaries and uses may be changed at

the discretion of the Minister of Natural Resources.

2) Potentiat difficulty acquiring private land.
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3) Possible resistance from current land users.

4) Region may not meet selection criteria for a park'

5) Time Frame. The creation of a park takes time. Potential

impacts may necessitate quicker karst management.

6) Creation of a park may increase public ahtareness of karst

resources. This could lead to vandalisrn of karst resources,

and caving accidents.

The advantages and disadvantages of specific types of

provincial parks are as fol-lows:

PROVINCIÀL NÀTURAL PARK

Description

An area that displays outstanding examples of Manitoba's

natural landscapes. Generally they offer many recreational

uses, and commercial resource extraction/harvesting is

perrnitted.

Àðvantages

f-) Multip1e land uses are all-owed. Therefore the public rnay

be more likely to accept the park if there are fewer land

use restrictions.

2) potential for varying levels of managernent zones.

Disadvantages

l-) Mu]tiple land uses may not provide enough protection for

karst resources.
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PROVTNCIÀL WILDERNESS PÀRK

Description

This designation applies to outstanding landscapes that have

undergone Iittle modification by humans.

Advantages

f-) Management emphases is on preserving wildland character.

2) All-weather roads and major commercial resource

extraction and harvesting are prohibited.

Disadvantages

f-) Possible resistance from current land users since

commercial- resource extraction and harvesting is not

al1owed.

2) Exceptions to park mandate. Mineral exploration and

extraction may be perrnitted.

PROVTNCIÀL HERTTÀGE PARK

Description

This designation applies to unigue landscapes within
Manitoba. The purpose of the park is to preserve and

interpret the natural and cultural history of the province.

Advantages

f-) Managernent emphases is on preservation and

interpretation.
2) Major commercial resource extraction/harvesting is not

permitted.

Disadvantages
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l-) Possible resistance from current land users since rnajor

commercial resource extraction is not allowed.

ECOI,OGTCÀLLY SIGNIFICÀ}¡T ÀREÀS

Description

This designation is designed to preserve rare, unique and

typical ecosystems of Manitoba for scientific, educational

and aesthetic purposes.

Authority

Ecologically Significant Areas may be created on Crown l-and.

They may receive long-term |tCro!'rn Land Reservationrt status

or they may be designated as an I'Ecological Reservert (ER) .

ERs are created by Order-in-Council, under the authority of

The EcologÍca1 Reserves Act. They are managed by the

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources.

On private land, Ecologicalty Significant Areas may be

established by a rrhandshake agreementrr and are termed

rrVoluntarily Protected Àreasrr.

Applicability

Ecologically Signifícant Areas are applicable to Crown and

prívate l-and.
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Advantages

f-) The ER designation offers a high degree of protection.

Use restrictions ordinarily prohibit resource extraction /

harvesting.

2) Access to ERs may be controlled by a permit.

3) The Ecological Reserve act offers strong legislation that

supersedes other statutes in the same designated area.

4) An ER may be used for scientific and educational

purposes. This could enhance the understanding of karst

processes and karst ecosystems. Such uses could also be used

aS a tool to foster a conservation attitude towards karst.

5) Strong penalties may be inflicted on those persons

comnitting prohibited acts within an ER.

6) ERs are feasible land designations for Crown land.

Disadvantages

f-) ERs are created by an Order-in-Council and can be changed

at the discretion of the Minister of Natural Resources.

2) ER legislation is very restrictive in terms of acceptabl-e

land uses. Therefore there may be strong opposition to this

designation from other government departments and from the

public.

3) Karst sÍtes with no apparent biological significance may

not qualify as an ER.

4) ER designation may not pernit recreational caving.
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5) ER designation may not apply to a large region. It may be

site specific.

6) Ecologically Significant Areas on private land are

voluntarily protected and may change with a change in

attitude or ownershiP.

PROVINCIAT, HERITAGE SITE

DescriPtion

A site that has historic, prehistoric or natural

significance.

AuthoritY

Created by Order-in-Council under the authority of The

Heritage Resources Act, and managed by the Department of

Culture, Heritage and Recreation.

ÀppIicabiIitY

can be designated over crown, private or rnunicipally owned

Iand.

Àdvantages

f-) This designation offers considerable protection. A

heritage resource irnpact assessment and a subseguent

heritage pernit may be required for development projects'
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2) This designation provides for educational and

infonnational programs.

3) This designation allows for cooperative agreements with

other jurisdictions for research, educational programs and

restoration.
4) À feasible land designation for Crown land.

5) Penalties may be inflicted for committing prohibited

acts.

Disadvantages

f-) The Department of Culture, Heritage and Recreation has

little expertise in managing rrnaturalrr sites and prefers to

leave those types of designations to the Department of

Natural Resources.

2) This designation is created by an Order-in-Council- and

can be changed at the discretion of the Minister.

3) This designation is more applicable to a specific site as

opposed to an entire region.

4) To date there have been no cooperative agreements with

other jurisdictions

5) There may be strong opposition from other government

departments and the public to such a strong designation.

6) Potential difficulty applying this designation on private

land.
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¡vrr,Dr,rFE ttANÀGEl.fENT AREA (Wt'fA)

Description

Crown land set aside for the management, conservation and

enhancement of wildlife resources.

Authority

Created by Order-in-Council under the authority of The

Wildlife Àct and managed by the Department of Natural

Resources.

ApplicabíIity
WMÀs can be designated on Crown land, and private l-and may

be obtained by purchase, lease, exchange, expropriation or

other means.

Àdvantages

l-) The Minister of Natural Resources can regulate acceptable

activities.
2) Cave access could be controlled by a management plan.

3) A feasible land designation for Crown land.

4) Multiple land uses could be allowed. Therefore, there may

be littIe public resistance from this designation if there

are few land use restrictions.

5) Recreational caving could be alIowed.
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6) Potential for joint management of wildlífe and wildlife
habitat.

Disadvantages

l-) Discretionary pohrer of the Minister of Natural Resources

to perrnit any use, activity or thing within the WMA.

2) Potential difficulty applying this designation on private
1and.

3) Creation of a WMA may increase public awareness of karst
resources. This could lead to vandalism of karst resources,

and caving accidents.

4.1,2.2 PROVINCIÀ,L GUIDELINES

!.TITIGATION FOR REPAP F.M.L.

Description

Under Section 5 ttMitigatj-onrr of the ttGuidelines for the

Preparation Of An Environmental Inpact Àssessment For The

Repap Manitoba Five Year Operating Plan l-990-l-994tt areas of
concern may be identified.

Authority

The assessment/licensing process of the Department of
Environment.
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Àpplicabílity
To the Repap F.M.L.

Advantages

L) Areas may be identified where timber harvesting cannot

occur, ot where harvesting may occur but only after further

research is conducted into the potential impacts of

forestry.
2) Special timber harvesting guidelines coul-d be designed

for karst sites.

3) May be quicker and easier to implement guidelines than

creating a special land designation, like a park or

ecological reserve.

4) Recreational caving may be pennitted.

Disadvantages

r-) Forestry guidelines in karst regions may be optional and

not enforced.

2) This approach addresses only one type of resource

extraction activity (forestry) and is not necessarily a

comprehensive land management approach.

3) Only applies to the Repap F.M.L.

4) If forestry is withdrawn from karst areas, suitable lands

may be provided to Repap as compensation.
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DescriPtion

The CLCC may designate what type of land use is perrnitted

a parcel of land. Codes such as rrNon-Conforming Userl

ttunique/Rare sitesrr may be applied'

AuthoritY

ThE CLCC.

AppIicabilitY

Applies only to crown land in Agro-Manitoba, and on a site

specific basis to lands with agricu.ttural potential outside

of Agro-Manitoba.

Àdvantages

r-) Employs a rnuttíp1e use concept for the region'

2) Can identify non-conforming uses'

3 ) Land can be classif ied as a I'Rare/Unigue siteil and

development will be Permitted'

Disadvantages

L) Does not apply to the Grand Rapids Study Region'

2)Thereisaquestionofpermanencyregardingland
codes.

3) Does not aPPIY to Private land'

on

or
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4) A rrNon-Conforrnj-ng Userr may continue for the length of the

land lease.

4.L2.3 FEDERÀL LÀND DESIGNATION

NÀTIONÀIJ PARK

Description

A national park is an area protected for its outstanding

natural or historic significance.

Àuthority

A national park is created under the National Parks Act and

is managed by the Canadian Park Service, Environment Canada.

Applicabilíty

Lands may be purchased, expropriated or acquired by other

means to establish a Park.

Advantages

1) A national park offers very strong protection. Park

policy prohibits rrcommercial exploitation, extraction or

development of natural resourcesrr.

2) rrMaintenance of ecological integritytt takes precedence

over visitor use.
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3) Managernent plans are tabled in the House of Commons, and

are not approved at the sole discretion of the Minister.

4) Traditional resource use may be permitted.

5) Visitor access to resources may be controlled.

6) The park may enter into cooperative management

agreernents.

7) The park may be segregated into 5 management zones.

8) The Canadian Parks Service has expressed an interest in

the Little Limestone Lakes region.

Disaôvantages

f-) Since resource extraction is prohibited, there may be

strong opposition to this designation from provinciaJ-

government agencies and from the public.

2) Current park policy discourages recreational caving.

Í,Iritten permission may be needed to enter a cave.

3) The region may not qualify as a national park.

4) Creation of a park may increase public awareness of karst

resources. This could lead to vandalism of karst resources,

and caving accidents.

5) The Canadian Park Service has not expressed an interest

in the Gypsurnville-Lake St.Martin Area, nor the Dallas-

Hodgson Area.

4.L2.4 PRTVATE, NON-PROFTT OWNERSHTP
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Examples of private, non-profit organizations are TRE NATURE

CON8ERVANCY OF CANÀDA, which is a national' non-profit

organization dedicated to preserving biological diversitytt,

and EABITÀT :IRUST, which rl¡as established by the Manitoba

Wildlife Federation and its affiliates to rrretain critical

wildlife habitat in Manitobarr.

AuthoritY

Land may be purchased or accepted as a donation.

Applicability

A site is evaluated according to selected criteria.

Advantages

f-) Land use and activities can be regulated.

2) Private ownership could provide long-term protection from

unacceptable land uses and activities.

Disadvantages

f-) Site may not meet the site assessment criteria.

2) Organization may not provide land management, labour or

expertise.

3) Organization may not be able to acquire a large area.

4) Uncertain fate of land if organization dissolves.
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4.L2. 5 COOPERÀTIVE AGREEI'ÍENTS

At least 6 categories of cooperative agreements are possible

between government (federal, provincial and rnunicipal),

private landowners and non-government organizatíons (Table

1_) .

TÀBLE 1

The above agreements may be Iegally binding (Iand lease or

easement) or they may be non-compulsory (voluntary).

CÀTEGORIES OF COOPERÀlTTVE AGREE}IENTS

Private Landowner --- Non-Government organization(s)

Private Lanðowner --- Governnent

Non-government organization (s)

orsanization (s)

Non-Government

Government --- Government

Governnent --- Non-Government Organization(s)

Private Landowner --- Government + Non-Government

organization (s)
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Àdvantages

f-) May be a time-saving approach that does not involve land

acquisition, public consultation, nor public funds.

2) Land use and visitor access coutd be regulated by the

terms of the agreement.

Disadvantages

f-) Difficulty in striking an agreement-

2) Karst sites may not meet the partiesr mandate (or

selection criteria).

3) Legal agreements may be for a short duration.

4) Voluntary agreements could easily dissolve.

5) Liability for accidents is likeIy to be a concern for the

Iandowner.

6) Uncertain fate of land if agreement dissolves.

1.L2.9 K¡\RST PROTECTION LEGTSLATION

It is premature to consider karst protection legislation

because existing management options have not yet been given

an opportuníty to safeguard the karst resources. Should

these options fail to protect karst in Manitoba, such

legislation should be considered.

However, legislation could be enacted to protect bat

hibernacula/nurseries and hibernating/nursing bats.
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5.0 DrscltssroN

By following the first 2 steps to karst management

previously discussed, (inventory and classification, and

impact assessment) management options can be eval-uated and a

framework for management can be proposed.

5.1 GRAND RAPTDS ÀREA

5.1.1 KÀRST RESOURCE VÀLUES

Geological

Karst pavements and some caves may be used to interpret the

geological stratigraphy of the region.

Hvdrological

Hydrological studies have been utilized to explore for lead

and zinc.

Mineralogical

Generally their are few cave fonnations present. Some of the

minerals found in caves are, stalactites, dog tooth spar and

calcite.

CulturaI
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To date, Do significant historical or prehistoric sites have

been found within the study region. However, it is possible

that there may be sites of cultural significance to

aboriginal people.

Biological Values

Bats have been found within g caves, three of which

(Firecamp, Dalers and Microvtave L) appear to be significant

hibernacula. Moths and mosquitoes also may depend upon caves

for overwintering.

A new species of midge was found in Firecamp Cave.

Rare plants are located near the study site and could

possibly be found within the region.

Paleontolocrical Values

It is possÍbIe that paleontological finds could be used to

interpret past climatic conditions. Also, íf the caves are

pre-glacial in origin, they may contain rernaíns of extinct

species. So far within this region a bison horn has been

found.

Recreational Values

The caves are of interest to recreational cavers.
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Educationat/Scienti f ic Va1ues

Karst is currentlY being

dissertation.

represents an unmatched examPle

the province.

researched for Ph. D.

of dolomitic karst within

Tourism

As of yet there seems to be litt]e potentiat for tourist or

rrshow Cavesrr. Hov/ever, oUtdoor reCreational opportunities

such as viewing the karst terrain, nature study and

activities related to water resources may attract tourists'

The region is already fished and hunted by Americans and

Manitobans.

Value as a Unique Landscape

Collectively the karst features of the Grand Rapids Uplands

may be regarded as a unique landscape within Manitoba. It

In a nationat context this area has been described as a

unique landscape because karst landforms are rare in such

flat and arid terrain as the rnterlake. However, in terms of

size, the karst features of Manitoba are very small. For

example, the longest cave system in Manitoba is 22O.O m'

and the deepest cave is L3.4 m. rn cOmparison, the longest
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cave in B.C. is 5.8 km and the deepest cave is 522 m' (B.C-

Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing l-980).

SUMI.ÍARY

The above assessment of karst values is rudímentary and

based upon inventories conducted by the SSM. Although these

inventories are guite extensive, it may be helpful from a

management point of view, to rank the karst resource values.

As previously discussed, this procedure is utilized by the

rrNew Mexicorr and ItNielandrr inventory and classif ication

systerns. However, ranking karst values in Manitoba may

require additional inventory work. À1so, through further

inventory it is probable that additi,onal karst sites will be

discovered.

AIso, it may be helpful to incorporate additional

information into these inventories. Such information may

include:

i) Surficial data, such as plant and animal information.

ii) Cave hazards

iii) Land ownershiP

It may also be advantageous to establish a file card system,

or a computerized data base to store the karst inventory.

Such a system r^tould assign a number to each cave for

reference purposes, and each number wouLd be posÈed at the

cave entrance.
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Furthermore, by classifying the karst features into

management classes, such as those of the rrNer^t Mexicorl

systern, management could be focussed on those features most

deserving of protection.

5.L.2 POTENTIÀIJ I!'ÍPÀCTS

Forestrv

L) All of the known cave sites are within the Repap Manitoba

Inc. F.M. L. and most of these ,sites are on or near

Productive Forested Lands. Therefore, it is possible that

many of the caves could be subject to commercial forestry.

2) Many of the cave sites, such as Sturgeon GilI Road, Moose

Arn Pit, Trenchland and Cat Trail have recently been burned

by forest fires. Therefore, it would seem Iikely that these

areas will not be suitable for commercial forestry for quite

some time. However there are mature forests near the

Porcupine Cluster and Ten MiIe Road regions.

3)UnderRepap's@'fiveyearoperatingplan,thereis

approval to harvest an area between fr7illian Lake and Little
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Limestone Lake. Sinkholes are known to exist in this region

and forestry equipment has coltapsed l- cavern.

4) Repap ÞroÞoses to harvest near the Moon Lake Road and

Reedy Cave areas. Within the Reedy Cave area is Dalers Cave,

which is a bat hibernaculum. Knoll Chimney, the deepest cave

in the province, is also in this the Reedy Cave area.

These areas are proposed to be harvested by L994. Therefore

it is urgent to integrate karst management and forestry
operations.

5) The impacts of forestry could be.objectively assessed by:

i) Systernatically inventorying the karst resources to

assess theír values (eg. significant cave formations or

cave fauna).

ii) Determine how forestry may impact upon these

values. (eg. blocking the entrance to a cave may

destroy a hibernaculum).

Mini'nq

l-) Currently there is no large scale commercial mineral-

extraction occurring in the study area.
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2) There is the potential to discover nickel-copper, and

lead and zínc resources. Also, dolomite could possibly

become economically valuable.

3) The likelihood of nining becoming a threat to the karst

resources is very uncertain. Nevertheless, âD inventory and

classification of the karst resources could be utilized to

assess those karst features most deserving of protection.

Human Visitation

So far, damage to karst resources from human visitation has

not been an issue. Many of the cave locations are probably

known to few people, some of wh.ich guard them through

secrecy.

other Possible Conflicting Land Use fssues

f-) Most of the study area is provincial Crown Land. This

facilitates the implementation of any management option that

involves the provincial government.

2) Aboriginal people may have a proprietary interest in the

study area as a result of unfulfilled Treaty Land

Entitlernent, or as compensation through the Northern Flood

Agreement. ff sor then it rnay not be feasible to manage the

karst features as a public resource.
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A karst management strategy should consider aboriginal

peoplesr desire to hunt and trap within the area, and it

should respect sites that have cultural significance to

natives.

SUMMÀRY

To accurately assess the ímpacts to karst, it is imperative

to understand the karst ecosystem, especially the hydrology.

Then meaningful guidelines can be established to mitigate

potential harm to the karst features. For example, such

guidelines may establish buff,er zones to regulate surficial

activities such as resources extraction, or they may control

visitor use.

5.1.3 EVÀLUÀTION OF !,ÍANAGEMENT OPTTONS

SYNTHESIS

The karst resources of the Grand Rapids Study Region have

value as a uni-que Manitoba landscape and perhaps as a unigue

Canadian Landscape. These resources are known to have

biological values (eg. hibernacula), mineralogical value

(eg. cave formations) and educational/scientífic value (eg.
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opportunity to study karst processes). They may also posses

geological, hydrological, paleontological and tourism

values.

Karst resources have been damaged by current tirnber

harvesting and may be threatened by proposed harvesting by

the year Lgg4. Hovrever, many karst sites are not likely to

be harvested for several years. ft is also possible that

nining could threaten the karst resources, if minerals of

economic value are found within the study area. Another

concern is the impact of human visitation. Although it does

not appear to be an issue Yet, as more people learn about

the karst features, active management may be required.

Other management considerations are whether traditional

resource uses would be perrnitted in the area. A plan that

excludes these types of uses lrould like1y receive

considerable opposítion.

II.ÀNAGEMENT OPTIONS

I,ÀND DESIGNATTON

The preferred management option to protect the karst

resources in a natural state is trLand Designationrr. This

option is preferred because it is a long-terrn solution that
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is applicable to cro\iln Iand, and it can prohibit commercial

resource extraction that can damage karst landforms.

The favored designation is a national park because of its

strong preservation mandate that precludes commercial

resource extraction. A1so, national park management plans

are tabled in The House of Commons where they receive formal

debate from the members of parliament. In contrast,

provincial park management plans receive final approval from

the Minister of Natural Resources and are not passed by an

act of The Manitoba Legislative Assembly.

A disadvantage of creating a national park is that it may

not allor¡ recreational caving.

The Canadian Parks Service has expressed an j-nterest in

establishing a park in the Grand Rapids region. However,

should a national park not be feasible, the next best option

would be a provincj-al park.

Of the provincial parks, the Vlilderness Designation is the

favoured option because of its mandate to perpetuate an area

ín a prinitive state. However, the regulations to this
designation are inconsistent with its stated mandate. For

example, mining will be allowed in Àtikaki Provincial

tiilderness Park if minerals of economic significance are
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found. These exceptions weaken the protective status of the
Wilderness Designation.

A Provincial- Heritage park, with its preservation and

interpretation mandate would arso be a favourable
designation. However, it appears that it would not be as

restrictive in terms of deveropment as a I{irderness park.

A Provincial Naturar park is not a favoured option because

commerciar resource extraction is perrnitted. park zoning
courd prohibit such activities in karst areas. However, the
ease at which a park courd be re-zoned is in question.
Therefore, a naturar park is not a preferred option.

A significant drawback of creating any type of park is the
potentiar for increased visitation and the possible irnpact

that visitors may have upon caves. Arso, most caves are
hazardous to some degree and visitor safety is a concern.

Therefore, a park plan must be abl_e to control visitor
access, inform visitors of potential harm they rnay cause to
caves and warn visitors of cave hazards.

A weakness of all provi-ncial parks is that they are created
and can be changed by an order-in-councir, at the discretion
of the Minister of Natural Resources. These parks would
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provide stronger protection if they v¡ere created by an act

of legislature.

An Ecological Reserve is an ideal designation for protecting

a karst site. It can prohibit resource extraction and it can

control visitor access by a permit system. This designation

seems best suited for a small area, such as a cave site, and

it could be used to protect caves that are outside of a

designated park.

However, ecoJ-oglical reserves are also created by an Order-

in-Council and they would provide stronger protection if

they v¡ere created by an act of legislature.

A witdlife Management Area has the potential to offer strong

protection for a karst site because the Minister of Natural

Resources has the authority to prohibit any use of the area

that he/she deems inappropriate. However, the Minister also

has wide discretion over what uses shall be permitted, and

for this reason a WMA is not a preferred option.

A Provincial Heritage Site is not a favoured option because

the Department of CuIture, Heritage and Recreatíon lacks

expertise in managing a natural site.

KARST IIANÀGE}ÍENT GUIDEI,INES
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An alternative to establishing a ltland Designationrr is to

develop surface and subsurface management guidelines to be

adopted in Crown land use planning. The advantage of this

approach is that it may be guicker and easier to implement

than creating a park. This approach has merit since forestry

is an inrnediate threat.

A major disadvantage to guidelines is that they may be

optional. Therefore, establishing a rrLand Designationrr would

probably offer more lasting protection.

LÀND USE ZONTNG

Land use codes, such as

Classification Committee,

Interdepartmental Planning

in karst areas of the Grand

those used by the crovrn Land

could be developed bY the

Board (IPB) to regulate land use

Rapids region.

The disadvantage of this approach as compared to setting

aside protected areas, is lhat these land use codes may be

changed. Therefore, it is preferentiat to designate a

protected area to safeguard karst.

I,ÀND ÀCOUISITION BY PRIVATE NON-PROFIT GROUPS

Private, non-profit organizations could possibly purchase

karst sites from the Crown and prohibit activities that

could harm the karst resources. Hot'.rever, it is questionable
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whether these sites are for sa1e. AIso, Iand costs would

linit the amount of property that private organizations

could purchase.

This could be a viable option for individual sites.

COOPERATIVE UANÀGEUENT AGREEI.ÍEIflIS

Non-government organizations, such as the ssM could

endeavour to lease and manage karst sites. The SSM could

also provide karst data to the Manitoba Department of

Natural Resources and the Canadian Park Service'

Furthermore, the ss}lt could help either, of both of these

agencies to adopt a karst inventory and classification

system, and they coul-d continue to inventory the karst

resources of the region.

Non-government agencies can also play an active role in

developing a karst management plan.

5.2 GYPSUMVILIJE-I'ÀKE ST' }ÍÀRTIN ÀREÀ

5.2.L KARSIT RESOURCE VÀLUES

Geoloqical Values

The cave interiors may be used to interpret the geological

stratigraphy of the region.
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Mineralogical Values

Generally there are few cave formations present, but there

are examples of rrcave popcornrf . There are also displays of

ice crystals and satin spar (gypsum crystals) in some of the

caves.

Cultural Va1ues

To date, Do significant historical or prehistoric sites have

been found within the study site. It is possible that there

may be sites that have cultural significance to aboriginal
people. For example, caves $rere important bear-hunting sites
for natives.

Biological Values

Bats have been observed in 5 caves. Four are located in the

Gypsum Lake North sector and 1 is in the cypsun Quarry area.

FoId Cavern, which is l-ocated in the Gypsurn Lake North

sector may be a significant bat hibernaculum.

Paleontological Values

Animal skel-etons dated at approxirnately 5 r 000 years oLd have

been found in a sinkhole in this study region. Such findings
give insight into past environmental conditions.

Recreational Value
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The caves of this region offer recreational opportunities to

caving enthusiasts. However, there appears to be no caves

with potential to be rrshow cavesrr.

The region has potentiat for hiking and nature viewing.

Educational/Scienti f ic Va1ues

Since this terrain is unique and pristine, there is an

opportunity to study karst processes and ecosystems.

Value as a Unique LandscaPe

The most outstanding value of this region is that it is a

unique Manitoba land.scape. It is also considered unegualed

in Canada and even in North America, for it is the last

representation of pristine gypsum karst on the continent.

This region also contains the 2 longest known cave systems

in the province.

8Ul,f¡'l.iARY

Like the assessment of the Grand Rapids Area, this

evaluation was based upon inventories conducted by the SSM.

This organization has cornpiled a wealth of information on

the caves in Manitoba and they could be a valuable asset to

karst management, as have been other speleological groups in

other areas of North America.
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The suggestions made for the Grand Rapids Area concerning

the i-mplementation of an inventory and classification system

also applies to this region. They are:

i) Rank karst values.
ii) Continue the karst inventory.
iii) Add additionat inventory variables (surficial data,
hazards and land ownership).
iv) Create an inventory data base.
v) Àssign caves/karst regions to management classes.

5.2.2 POTENTTÀL IMPACTS

Forestrv

f-) Currently there is no commercial forestry near the karst

sites.

2) The karst sites are composed of both non-productive and

productive forests, much of which is immature.

3) At present, there appears to be litt1e demand for these

forests.
4) However, most of the karst sj-tes are on private property.

Therefore, the landowners are free to dispose of their

tinber resources as they desire.

Miníng

f-) The karst features are located within gypsum deposits,

most of which are privately owned by Domtar Linited and the
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Canadian Northern Railway company (presumably nov¡ owned by

the Canadian National Railway).

2) Currently there is a stockpile of gypsum and none is

being guarried from the Gypsumville area.

3) However, caves do exist near the North Quarry and should

guarrying continue, caves could be destroyed.

Hunan Visitation

1) There is Iittle documentation on humans negatively

impacting caves east of Gypsum Lake

2) The area east of Gypsum Lake is quite remote and probably

few peopl-e enter these caves

3) However, the caves near the North Quarry are accessible

by an all-weather road.

5.2.3 OTHER POTENTIÀL CONFI,ICTS AND INTERESTS

TraditionaL Land Use

The karst area is likely used by native people for hunting

and trapping. Therefore, a karst management plan should

consider whether these uses should be permitted.

Euntinq

A karst management plan should consider whether sport

hunting should be permitted. Resident and non-resident bear
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hunting is an important source of income to the loca]

economy (J. Dubois, Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Pers.

conmun. ) .

Visitor Safety

Visitor safety should be addressed in any cave management

plan. Cave hazard leVels should be assessed as part of the

inventory and classification procedure. visitors should be

made aware of hazard levels and access should be controlled

to dangerous caves.

Land ownershiP

Most of the karst sites are on private property. This could

make land manaqernent difficult. several options are

available:

1-) A private, non-profit organization and,/or government

could strike a cooperative agreement with the landowners to

manage the karst sites. The agreement could be 1e9a11y

binding (eg. lease or easement) or it could be voluntary'

but the landowners would retain title to their land.

2) Government could acquire this land and manage it as

a public resource, oY assign management to a private, non-

profit organization(s), or assign management to an entity

composed of both government and private agencies.
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3) Private, non-profit organization(s) could acquire

this land and manage it as a private resource'

4) private, non-profit organization(s) could acguire

this land and donate the title to the provincial government,

but under certain land use restrictions'

5.2.4 EVÀI,UATION OF UÀ}TAGEITENT OPTIONS

SYNTHESIS

The karst terrain east and south of Gypsum Lake has been

described as a pristine landscape of national signíficance.

Sirnilar features are also located. near the North Quarry'

north of Gypsumville. These features are valuable in terms

of their scientific/educational, biotogical and geological

attributes.

Although there does not appear to be an immediate threat to

these resources, features of such significance should be

appropriatety managed. This karst terrain is concentrated

into a smaller space than that of the Grand Rapids region'

Thus, it may be easier to manage. However, a stumbling block

may be that much of the land is privately owned'

UA¡¡AGE!,ÍENT OPTIONS
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The optimal management options to protect these karst
resources in a natural state are:

i) For the Province of Manitoba to acquire the most

significant sites and manage them as a protected area.

ii) For a private, non-profit organization t oE

organizations, to acguire the most significant sites
and manage them as a protected area.

IJAND DESTGNATION

Since the Canadian Parks Service is not interested in this
area, a national park is not a feasible option. But the area

east of Gypsum Lake is a signj-ficant karst region and the

Province of Manitoba should atternpt to purchase the most

significant karst sites. For the same reasons stated in the

discussion of Grand Rapids, a l{ilderness Park is the most

suitable option.

Should a provincial park not be feasible, individual karst
sites could be protected as Ecological Reserves.

LÀND USE ZONfNG

Should the Province of Manitoba acguire these landsr ên

alternative to establishing a protected area is to restrict
comrnercial development through CLCC land use codes. The

drawback of this approach is that these codes can be changed

if all members of the CLCC agree.
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Nerar, restrictive codes are pending for this area' but they

apply onlY to Crown land'

private, non-profit organizations should atternpt to purchase

primekarstsitesandmanagethemasaprotectedarea.The

ssM could play a critical role in acquiring land by

soliciting support from organizatíons like the Nature

conservancy of canada, the lrIorId wildlife Fund, the Manitoba

Naturatists society, the critical wildlife Habitat Program,

Manitoba Habitat Trust, etc

COOPERÀTM I{ANAGEIÍENII' AGREEI'íENT

A cooperative management agreement between the landowner and

anotherparty(eg.ProvinceofManitoba'private
organization, or both) may be the simplest solution' It

could permit scientific study, recreational caving and it

could control access to the area'

Some possibilities are:

i) a land lease

ii) Iand protection in lieu of taxes

iii) voluntarY Protection as an

Significant Area

EcoIogically
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Hov¡ever, such

either party

liability may

agreements

may become

be an issue.

may last only

disinterested.

short time, âs

Also, Iandotrner

5.3 DÀLLAS-EODGSON ÀREA

5.3.1 KARST RESOURCE VALUES

Geological Va1ues

Mineral samples from some of the caves have helped to

explain local stratigraphy.

Mineralogical Values

Some of the caves of this region contain cave formations

sUCh as TTfIOWStODêrr, rrsoda Stra!üs,rr and rrbrOCColirr. Minerals

such as calcite, goethite, linonite, sulphides, quartz,

magnetite, and others have also been found in Some of these

caves.

Bioloc¡ical Values

St. Georgers Bat Cave is the largest known bat hibernaculum

in the province. fn additíon, bats also utilize Window Cave.

Furthennore, moths have been observed in both of these

caves.

Educational /Scientific Values
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st.
all

Georgers Bat Cave offers a valuable opportunity to study

aspects of Litt1e brown bat ecology.

5. 3 .2 POTENTIÀL Il-fPACTg

Forestry

The karst resources of this region occur on Productive

Forested Lands and in some Non-Productive forests. Much of

this area $¡as burned in l-989, but timber harvesting does

occur in the region and it is very important to Abitibi

Price.

one cave has been deliberately plugged with logging debri.

However, land that has been proposed as an ecological

reserve has been withdrawn from forestry plans. Therefore'

forestry is not a threat to caves on these lands. But, caves

found outside of this area could be threatened by forestry.

uining

An intermittently used sand and gravel quarry is located

approximately 1.5 km (1 mile) south of St. Georgers Bat

Cave.

Human visitation
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The temporary gate at St. Georgers Bat Cave has been removed

several times. Disturbing the overwintering bats in this

cave could cause their death and abandonment of the cave.

The cave should not be entered from October L to May J-5.

5.3.3 OTHER ISST'ES

The karst resources of this region are on provincial Crown

l-and. An Ecological Reserve is proposed to safeguard 4 of

the 9 caves known in the region (ttst. George I s Bat Caverr ,

rrMineral Samples Caverr, rrMoosehead Caverr and rrLucky Caverr).

St. Georgers Bat Cave is included i-n the proposed reserve.

However, Window cave is also used by bats and it has been

excluded from the reserve.

5.3.4 EVALUÀTION OF THE PROPOSED ECOT,OGTCÀI, RESERVE

An ecological reserve is a

approach for the caves of this

such as St. Georgers Bat

hibernaculum and therefore

protection.

very appropriate management

region. Some of these caves,

Cave is a sensitive bat

deserve strong legislative

Access to St. Georgers Bat Cave should be controlled,

especially. duríng bat hibernation. Currently, access to this
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cave is controlled by a gate. Particular attention shoul-d be

paid to the width and length of the gate openings so that
they do not alter the micro-climate of the cave, and so that
bat behavior is not altered. There is concern when gates are

used on entrances that are less than L52 cm. (5 ft. ) in
diameter, such as this cavers entrance. However, this may

not be a problem for all bat species.

Should vandalism persist at this cave, educatÍon may be of
help. A sJ-gn could be posted in the general vicinity of the

cave, but not at the cave entrance, explaining the

sensitivity of the hibernating bats. The sign could also

warn of the potential of contrapting rabies and other

diseases from entering a hibernaculum. This approach could

discourage those people who do not wish to intentionally
harm the bat population.
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6. O CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOI.IT.TENDED ãCTIONS

6.1 CONCI¿USIONS

6. 1.1 GENERÀL CONCLUSIONS

1) The karst ecosystems of Manitoba are valuable, Don-

renenable resources that ðese¡r¡e legal protection.

2, Manitoba karst is not, but deserves to be, represented in

Manitobars Provincial Park System and the National Parks

Systen.

3) The karst ecosystems of Manitoba have been damaged by

surface and sub-surface human activities and remain

vulnerable to current anð ProPosed land uses.

4) Fetr caves in the province are suitabLe as bat

hibernacula. These caves should not be entered while they

are occupied bY hibernating bats.

5) Over one half of the confirmed karst sites are

concentrated on relatively small areas of private land.

6) In contrast, the karst sites located on Crown land are

widely dispersed, and additional karst sites are likety to
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be found. Therefore, karst nanagenent ¡riII likely require

more tban one managenent option.

7l Karst managenent shouLd be an integral conponent of

Provincial Land use Panning.

8) Formal karst nanagenent is likely to increase public

atrareness of karst, locations. Tberefore, eensitive karst

sites must be protected from possible danage caused from

increased visitation.

9) The SSlrf has the most comprehensive inventory of karst in

Manitoba and they should be an active participant in karst

management.

10) To dater Do caves are suitable as commercial trshow

cavesll .

11) There is a Lack of information on rare plant species in

all of the study areas.

Lzl A najor ¡reakness of a provincial park and an ecological

reserve is that these designations are created by an orðer-

in-Council and can be changeð at the ôiscretion of the

Dlinister of Natural Resources.
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6.L.2 CONCLUSIONSS GRAND RAPfDS AREA

OBTECTIVE 1

l-) the karst resources of the Grand Rapids region have value

individually (as indívidual caves) and collectively (as a

unique region).

2) rndividual caves have biological values (significant bat

hibernacula, habitat for newly discovered species of rnidge),

mineralogical values (significant cave formations) and

educational/scientif ic values.

3) Karst inventory is on-going and additional karst values

wíII IikeIy be determined by the SSM.

4) Thirty percent of Manitobars caves are located within

this region.

5) Additional caves are likety to be found within, âs well

as outside of the study area by the SSM.

OBiTECTIVE 2

6) All of the karst resources in this region are on Crown

land.

7) Caves are currently threatened by forestry operations in

the I.Iilliam Lake-Little Limestone Lake region. Repap
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Manitobars Proposed Five Year Operating PIan L990 L9941

threaten caves in the Moon Lake Road and Reedy Lake cave

areas.

g) Mining is a potential threat to the karst resources.

g') Aboriginal people likely use this area in traditional

!¡ays, and they may also have proprietary interests in this

region.

OBJECTIVE 3

10) A National Park witl provide optirnal preservation.

11) A Provincial Wilderness Park will also provide strong

preservation.

L2) Ecological Reserves and land acquisition by private,

non-profit organizations (such as the ssM' Nature

Conservancy of Canada, Manitoba Naturalists) would be ideal

management options for individual karst sites'

13) Forestry guidelines for karst areas coul-d be an

effective managernent option, if collectively developed by

Forestry Branch' Repap Manitoba, Inc. and the SSM'

OBJECTIVE 4
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14) Land should be set aside to protect the most sígnificant

karst sites. The optimal designation is a National Park' The

second best atternative is a Provincial Wilderness Park'

15) À park is not likely to encompass all karst sites.

16) Karst sites that may not be located within park

boundaries would be best managed as Provincial Ecological

Reserves, oy purchased and managed by private, non-profit

organizations (such as the ssM, Nature conservancy of

canada, world wildlife Fund, Manitoba Habitat Trust).

L7) An inventory and classification.system should be adopted

to:
i) Find additional karst sites'
ii) Rank karst resource values'
i_iil place karst sites into 3 management classes.
iv) Management class l- sites should be managed by rrland

Designationrl
v)Managernentclass2sitesshouldbemanagedby
ttGuidelinesrr.
vi) Management cfass 3

management.
sites require no sPecial

18) Aboriginal rights to hunt, fish and trap should continue

in karst areas, subject to regulations that protect the

survival of wildtife and witdlife habitat'

6. 1. 3 eoNcI.,UsIoNs : GyPSuMVII,I,E-I,AKE sT. l.fÀRTIN AREA

OB.'ECTIVE 1
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r-) The karst terrain of the Gypsumvil-Ie North Quarry, and

the area east and south of Gypsum Lake are valuable' non-

renewable resources that deserve preservation'

2) Individual caves have biological, mineralogical and

educational/scientific values.

3) More than 5OZ of the known caves in Manitoba are in this

area.

OBJECTIVE 2

4) Most of the karst resources in this area appear to be on

private propertY

5) These resources do not appear to be threatened by current

land uses. However, future demands for gypsum could be a

threat, especiatly to those caves adjacent to the north

quarry. Also, privately owned forests could be harvested

without assessing the impact to caves.

6) Bear hunting, for sport, is an important activity in this

area.

OBiIECTIVE

7) Land acquisition by the provincial government and

establishment of a Provincial Witderness Park is the optinal
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management option.

would be ideal for

be feasible.

Establishment of an Ecological Reserve(s)

an individual site(s), should a park not

8) Land acguisition by a private, non-profit organization

(SSM, Nature conservancy of Canada, Manitoba Habitat Trust,

Critical Wildlife Habitat Program, etc) would also be ideal

for an individual site(s), should a park not be feasible.

9) A cooperative management agreement between the

landowners, and the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources

and/or private organizations (such as those stated in #8)

may be the most feasible and quickest solution. However,

Iongevity of the agreement is a concern.

OBJECTTVE 4

1O) The Provincial Government should attempt to acguire

karst sites east of Gypsum Lake and establish a Wilderness

Park. If enough land can not be acquired to create a park,

an ecological reserve(s) would be the next best type of

designation. (The sites adjacent to the North Quarry woul,d

not likely be for sale, because that land would probably be

utilized if the quarry operation expanded).

L1) Should the province not be interested in acguiring these

lands, the SSM should raise financial support from other
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non-profit organizations and attempt to purchase the most

significant karst sites.

]-2) Should land acguisition fail, the Department of Natural

Resources, the SSM, Critical l{ildl-ife Habitat and other

organizations should atternpt to cooperatively manage the

karst sites with the lando$/ners.

13) The SSM should identify the most significant cave sites

and present this list to the Department of Natural Resources

and the landowners, as a first step in acquiring or

cooperatively managing this area.

6. 1. 4 CONCI¡USIONS: DAI,T,AS-HODGSON AREÀ

r-) The proposed ecological reserve is the appropriate

management approach for the caves of this region.

2) Access to St. Georgers Bat Cave should be prohíbited

between October 1- and May 15, when bats are hibernating.

3) Locations of sensitive caves, such as St. Georgers Bat

Cave should not be Publicized.

Gate desj-gn should be careful-Iy researched so that gates

not disrupt bat behavior nor alter the cave micro-
4)

do
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climate. Bat

detect such

single bar or

caves that are gated should be monitored

changes. Alternatives to gating (such as

fence) should be exPlored'

to

a

5) Signs that explaín the sensitivity of the híbernating

bats and cave formations, and the potential to contract

rabies and other diseases associated with caves, mâY reduce

the number of cave visitors and hence, vandalism. However,

these signs should not be placed at cave entrances, but at

trail-heads.

6)Cavesintheregion(especiall-yWindowCave),thatare
not included within the ecological reserve, should be

assessed to determine if they should be included.

6.2 RECOI,ÍMENDED ÀCTIONS

6.2.1 GENERAL RECOITMENDÀlIIONS

Eo The IPB and CLCC

r-)Integratekarstmanagementintolanduseplanningby
adopting (modifying where appropriate) the B'c' Inventory

and classification system. Prohibit commercial resource

extraction and development from class l- sites, and develop

tand use guidelines for Class 2 sites'
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2) Solicit active participation from the ssM and industry to

adopt and imPlement this sYstern'

To Manitoba Parks Branchr DNR'

3) Amend The Provincial Park Lands Act so that provincial

parks are created by an act of the Legislative Àssembly of

Manitoba, not by Order-in-Council'

4) Amend The Provincial Park Lands Àct so that the various

types of provincial parks are defined within the Park Lands

Àct. Develop regulations that define what activities are

permitted and prohibited in each type of park'

To The Resource Àllocation and Economica Branch, DNR

5)AmendtheEcologicalReservesActsothatecological
reserves are created by an act of the Legislative Assembry

of Manitoba, not by Order-in-Council'

To The lfanitoba wilðlife Branch

6)AmendTheltildlifeActsothatitisillegalto:
enteracave,withoutapermit,whenoccupiedby

hibernating or nursing bats'

disturb, harm or kilt bats when they are hibernating

or nursing in a cave.
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nodify, without a permit, a cave used as a bat

hibernaculum/nursery, or one that is significant

habitat for other cave fauna'

7) Consult with personnel at the Manitoba Museum of Man and

Nature to determine dates when bat caves should be cl0sed'

To The I'lanitoba Uuser¡n Of ltan Anð Nature

8) Assess cave gate design and the irnpact that gates may

have on cave fauna.

To the SSM

9) Adopt the B.c. Inventory and classification system

(nodifY where aPProPriate) '

6.2.2 RECOMI.IENDATIONS: GRjAND RÀPIDS AREÀ

To The Canadian Parks Service

1-) Conduct a joint feasibility study with the Manitoba Parks

Branch, for the purpose of establishing a park in the Grand

Rapids UP1-ands.

2) Seek access to karst inventory data from the ssM.

To the Parks Branch, l{anitoba Departnent of Ì{atural

Resources (DNR)
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3) Conduct a joint feasibility study with the canadian Parks

Service, for the purpose of establishing a park in the Grand

Rapids Uplands.

4) Seek access to karst inventory data from the ssM.

To The l*lanitoba Interdepartmental Planning Board (IPB)

5) I^Iork with Repap Manitoba Inc. and the ssM to adopt

B.C. Inventory and Classification System to:

i) Find additional karst sites.
ii) Rank karst resource values.
i_lil place karst sites into 3 management classes.

6) Prohibit

visitation on

commercial resource extraction and restrict

Managernent Class l- sites.

7) Develop general land use guidelines and regulate

visitation for Management CIass 2 sites. Develop policy

specific to forestry by adopting (and rnodifying where

appropriate) B.c.rs forest management guidelines for karst

areas. Forestry Branch, Repap Manitoba rnc. and the ssff

should have an active role in modifying these guidelines'

Forestry Branch should be responsible for imptementing these

guidelines.

Base general land use policy on the forestry guidelines.
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To the Forestry Branch, DNR

8) fnplernent forest management guidelines.

To Tbe Resource Àtlocation and Economica Branch, DNR

9) Evaluate Management Class l- sites for their suitability

as ecological reserves.

To tbe SStrf

10) Adopt the B.C. fnventory and Classification Systern.

11) Coordinate karst classification with the IPB.

12) Prepare and present a list of the most significant karst

sites, for the purpose of protection, to:

- the Canadian Parks Service.

Parks Branch, DNR.

Forestry Branch, DNR.

- Resource Allocation and Economics Branch, DNR.

Mines Branch, Manitoba Department of Energy and

Mines.

- Repap Manitoba Inc.

the Clean Environment Commission hearings concerníng

the assessment/licencing process for Repap Manitoba

Inc. Five Year Operating PIan, l-990-l-994.
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13) Establish a working relationship with those

organizations cited in Recommendation #tZ.

14) Approach private, non-profit organizations (such as the

Nature Conservancy of Canada, I{or1d Witdlife Fund, Manitoba

Habitat Trust, etc.) for financial support to purchase karst
sites.

15) Attempt to purchase and/or co-manage karst sites
fron/with the Department of Natural Resources.

6.2.3 RECOMMENDÀTIONS3 GYPSUITÍVILLE-Î,ÀKE ST. I.Í.ÀRTTN AREÀ

To Manitoba Parks Branch, DNR

L) Conduct a feasibility study for the purpose of
establishing a Wilderness Park. Consider Management C1ass 1

and 2 sites for inclusion.

2) Seek access to karst inventory and classification data

from the SSM.

3) Attenpt to acquire karst sites.

To The Resource Allocation and Econonics Branch, DNR

4) Eval-uate Management Class 1 sites for their suitability
as ecological reserves, should a provincial park not be

feasible.
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5) Should the Provincía1 Government fail to

sites, attempt to secure a long-tern land

scientific and educational study of karst.

6) Shoutd a land lease fail, seek voluntary

karst sites as Ecologically Significant Àreas.

acquire karst

lease for the

protection of

To The ssÌ,f

7) Using the B.C. Inventory System, classify caves into 3

leveIs of Management Classes.

8) Inform the following organizations of Class l- and Class 2

sites:
Parks Branch, DNR

- Resource Allocation and Economics Branch, DNR
Crown Land Classification Committee
Domtar Lirnited
Canadian National Railway

9) Should the Provincial Government not be interested in

acguiring karst sites, solicit support from organizations

such as the Nature Conservancy of Canada, lrlorld Wildtife

Fund, Manitoba Habitat Trust, Critical- Wildlife Habitat

Program, etc. and atternpt to purchase karst sites.

10) If land acguisition is unsuccessful, arrange a

cooperative management agreement with the landowners

(preferably a long-term lease).

To lvildlife Branch, DNR
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lL) Evaluate the irnpact of bear hunting upon caves and cave

ecology.

6.2. 4 RECOIIMENDATIONSs DÀL,LÀS-HODGSON AREA

To The Resource Àllocation anô Econonica Branchr DNR

l-) Preserve rrst. Georgers Bat Caverr, rrMineral Samples Caverr,

frMoosehead CaVerr and rrl¡ucky Caverr as an eqological reserve.

2) Prohibit access to rrst. Georgers Bat Caverr and other bat

caves (using gates, fences, secrecy, camouflage, etc. ) fron

October 1 to May 15. Change these dates if required to

protect bat PoPulations

3 ) Insta1I educati-ona1 signs at trail-heads to hlarn of

rrsensitiverr cave resources, cave hazards and possible

diseases associated with cave fauna.

4) Assess other caves in the area for ecological reserve

status.

To The CLCC

5) Shou1d the ecologicat reserve proposal fail, continue to

prohibit commercial land uses in the proposal area.
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6) Work with the SSM to implement the B.C. Inventory and

Classification SYstem to:

i) Find additional karst sites.
ii) Rank karst resource values.
iii) Place karst sites into 3 management classes.

7) Prohibit commercial resource extraction and restrict

visitation on Management Class l- sites.

g) Develop general land use guidelines and regulate

visitation for Management Class 2 sites. Develop policy

specific to forestry by adopting (and rnodifying where

appropriate) B.C. rs forest management guidelines for karst

areas. Forestry Branch, forest cornpánies, and the SSM should

have an active role in modifying these guidel-ines. Forestry

Branch should be responsible for implementing these

guidelines.

Base general land use policy on the forestry guidelines.

To The Manitoba lfuseum Of Man And Nature

g) Ensure cave gates are properly desígned, especially for

St. Georgers Bat Cave. Research alternatíve control measures

(bars, fences etc).
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10) Monitor bat caves for changes in bat behaviour, bat

population and cave climate, that rnight be due to cave gates

and human visitation.

To The sslf

1t-) should the ecological reserve proposal fail, attempt to

co-manage the area with the Department of Natural Resources'

Evaluate the use of gates to prohibit visitation during bat

hibernation.

L2) Continue to investigate the area for cave discoveries'

13 ) !{ork with the

management classes'

cLCc, to categorize rrnew cavesrr into

using the B.C. InventorY SYstem.
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PERSONÀL COU¡'ÍUNICATIONS

I am very grateful to the following people, who donated

their time to help me with this project.

Mr. PhiI Whitfield, Manager
Planning and Conservatj-on
B.C. Ministry of Parks

SURTECT: Cave management in 8.C., including inforrnation
from; the Ministry of Forests, the Ministry of Lands, Parks
and Housing, the British Columbia Speleological Federation,
and from cave management syrnposium proceedings.

Mr. Doug Herchmer, Regional Recreational Officer
B.C. Ministry of Forests

SUBJECT: B.C. Ministry of Forestsr cave management policy
and strategy

Mr. Martin Davis, President
British Colurnbia Speleologica1 Federation
- SUBJECT: Cave management poJ-icy and problems in B.C.

Mr. John Rintoul,
Natural and Protected Areas Section
Land Management Branch
Alberta Forestry, Lands and Wild1ife

SU&TECT: Cave management policy and legislation, protected
areas designation, and the management of 3 specific caves.

Mr. Wayne Nordstrom, Ecological Reserves Planner
Alberta Recreation and Parks
- SUBJECT: Management of Plateau Mountain Ice Cave.

Mr. Norm R. Richards, Director
Provincial Parks and Recreational Àreas Branch
ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

SUBJECT: Cave management in Ontario. Topics included;
jurisdiction, protection, poÌicy and adninistration, and
damages and threats.
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Mr. Doug Mason, Land Use Planner
Crown Lands Branch
New Brunswick Department of Natural Resources and Energy

SUBJECT: posiibility of managing caves through the
Ecological Reserves erogran and by forest management
licences.

Mr. MeI Fitton, coordinator of Ecological Reserves
Fish and Wildlife Branch,
¡¡ãw erunswick Department of Natural Resources and Energy

SU&TECT: Cave management and the Ecological Reserves
Program.

Mr. Allan Steele, Director
Land Resources,
Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests

SUBJECT: Cave management in Ontario. Topics included;
:"iiããi"tion, protectlon, policy and administration, and
damages and threats.

Mr. Barry Diamond, Director
Parks and Recreation,
Nova Scotia Department of Lands and'Forests
- SU&TECT: Management of Hayes Cave'

Mr. Robert ogilvie, Curator
Special Places,
Nova Scotia Museum ComPlex

SUBJECT: Cave management and the Special Places Program'
fopics included ì )úrisdiction, protection, policy and
administration, and damages and threats'

Mr. Doug Husting, Director
Newfoundland Wiiderness and Ecological Reserves Program
- SUBJECT: Cave management.

Mr. Bob Warren, Director
Land Management Division,
Newfoundlánd Department of Environment and Lands

SUSJECT: Cave management and policy'

Mr. Kurt Seel, Sr. Resource Management Planner
I,Iestern Region,
Canadian Parks Service

SUBJECT: Agreernent between the Minister of Environment and
the Alberta Spe1eological Society'
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Mr. John Weisberg, PoIicy and Operations Officer
Visitor Services, Itlestern Region
Canadian Parks Service
- SURÏECT: General cavj-ng PolicY.

Mr. J. Turnbull, Chief Park lrlarden
Mount Revelstoke and Glacier National Parks
Canadian Parks Service

SUB.TECT: Nakimu caves Management Policy.

Mr. Phil Hammon, Àssistant Chief Park I{arden
Fathom 5 and Bruce Peninsula National Park
Canadian Parks Service

SU&TECT: Resource management study of caves on Georgian
Bay Islands National Park.

National Speleological SocietY
Huntsville, Alabama

SUBJECT: Cave management in the U.S.A.

Ms. Judy Peterson, Education Directár
American Cave Conservation Association, fnc.
Horse cave, KentuckY

SUBJECT: Informatíon on developing a karst management
plan.

Ms. Terri Marceron, Assistant District Ranger
Rocky Mountain Ranger District, Lewis and Clark National
Forest

SUBJECT: Cave management in the National Park Service.

Mr. Matthew Safford, Cave Specialist
Bureau of Land Management
Roswell Resource Area, New Mexico

SUBJECT: Cave rnanagement in the Roswel-I Resource Area.

Mr. PauI Happel, Cave SPecialist
Bureau of Land Management
Roswell Resource Area, NevJ Mexico
- SURTECT: Cave management in the Roswell Resource Area.

Mr. Eric Natti
Bureau of Land Management
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Eastern States Office, Alexandria, Virginia
- SU&TECT: Karst management in the eastern states.

Mr. Tom Aley, Director
ozark Underground LaboratorY
Springfield, Missouri

SUB.TECT: Forestry and karst management, and logging
impacts at Dry Medicine Lodge Creek, Wyorning.

Ms. Kim Monson
Department of Geography,
University of Winnipeg
- SUBJECT: Cave formation.

Ms. Gerri Sweet
Department of Geography,
University of Winnipeg
- SUBJECT: Cave forrnation.

Dr. D. W. McRitchie, Director
Geological Services Branch,
Manitoba Energy and Mines

SUBJECT: Cave formation, rnining data.

Dr. George Lammers
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature
- SUBJECT: Cave formation.

Mr. Jack Dubois, Chief Curator of Natural History
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature

SUBJECT: Bats

Dr. Brian McKi11op, Curator of Invertebrates
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature

SU&TECT: Invertebrates

Dr. Karen L. Johnson, Curator of Botany
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature
- SUBJECT: Rare Vascular P1ants

Ms. Gloria Keleher
University of Manitoba Herbarium
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- SUBJECT: Rare Vascular Plants

Mr. BilI Koonz
Wild1ife Branch, Manitoba Natural Resources

Mr. K. David Mcleod, Project Archaeologist
Historical Resources Archeol-ogy Branch
Manitoba Department of Culture, Heritage and Recreation

Mr. Russell BelI
Forestry Branch, Manitoba Natural Resources

Mr. Murray Wagner
Treaty & Aboriginal Rights Research Centre of Manitoba, Inc.

Mr. Roger Toews,
Wildl-ife Branch,
Manitoba Department of Natural Resources

Mr. Ron Larche,
Department of Natural Resources

Mr. Ross Thomasson, Chief
Land Use P1anning, Crown Lands Branch
Manitoba Natural Resources
- SUBJECT: Crown land use planning

Mr. Lyle Campbe1l, Land Manager
Interlake Region
Department of Natural Resources
- SUBJECT: Current and proposed CLCC land use codes

Ms. A. Elliott, Prograrn Coordinator
Endangered Spaces Campaign, Manitoba
- SUBJECT: Land protection mechanisms and accepted land uses

Mr. Edward M. Ledohowski,
Historic Resources Architectural History
Manitoba Department of Culture, Heritage and Recreation
- SUBJECT: Heritage Site Designation

Ms. Jane Roots, Project Coordinator
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Nature Conservancy of Canada
- SUBJECT: Land protection and management

Mr. Steven Price, Head
Conservation Team
Vlorld wildlife Fund
- SUB.TECT: Conservation programs and strategies
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ÀPPENDIX 1

BAT CAVE TOCATIONS

CAVE NA!.IE LOCãTION

SQUEAKY GRÀND RAPIDS

DALEIS CÀVE GRAND RÀPIDS

THE SQUEEZE GRÀND RAPTDS

ilTr CAVE GRAND RAPIDS

MICROWAVE 1 GRAND RAPTDS

FTRECAMP GRAND.RAP] DS

ICE CAVE GRAND RAPIDS

MOOSE ARM PIT GRÀND RAPTDS

BAT IWALTER COOKIS) GRÀND RAPIDS

STORMCLOUD GYPSIIMVILLE

FOLD CAVERN GYPSUMVILLE

PHANTOM BEAR GYPSUMVILLE

MEANDER GYPSTIMVILLE

LONG CRAWL GYPSTJMVTLLE

ST. GEORGEIS BAT CAVE DALI,AS-HODGSON

I^TINDOW CAVE DÀLI,AS-HODGSON

SOURCE: Dubois 1,989t L99O, l-991; SSM. In Press



APPENDIX 2

HERÀLD I|IOTH

DÀTA SoURcE: McKil1op, unpubl. data.

CAVE NÀI{E CÀVE LOCÀTION

MICROIÁIAVE GRÄND RAPIDS REGION

BEAR CAVE GRAND RAPIDS REGION

SOUEAKY GRÀND RAPIDS REGION

BALDWINIS LAIR GRÀND RÀPIDS REGION

HUGOIS GASH GRAND RAPTDS REGION

FIRECA],IP GRÄND RAPIDS REGION

DALEIS CAVE GRAND RÀPTDS REGION

ICE CAVE GRAND RAPIDS REGION

CRYSTAL KINGDOM GYPSUMVILLE REGION

LONG CRAI^IL GYPSUMVILLE REGION

MAZE GYPSUMVILLE REGION

STORMCLOUD GYPSUMVILLE REGION

PHANTOM BEAR GYPSUMVTLLE REGÏON

ICESLÏDE GYPSTJUVILLE REGION

ST. GEORGEIS BAT CAVE DALIÀS-HODGSON REGTON

I{ÏNDOW DÀLI,AS-HODGSON REGION



APPENDIX 2 (CONTTNUED)

TfSSUE ITÍOTE

DÀTA SOURCE: McKillop, unpubl. data.

CÀVE NAI'ÍE cÀvE LocÀTroN

SOUEAKY GRAND RÀPIDS REGTON

BALDIVTN I S I,AIR GRAND RAPTDS REGTON

FIRECAMP GRÀND RAPIDS REGTON

ICE CAVE GRAND RÀPIDS REGION

KNOLL CHIMNEY GRAIìTD,RÀPTDS REGTON

LONG CRAWL GYPSUMVILLE REGTON

PHANTOM BEAR GYPSUMVILLE REGTON

STORMCLOUD GYPSTJMVILLE REGTON

WINDOi^l DALLAS-HODGSON REGION



APPENDTX 3

SOURCE: ÍIHITE ÀND iIOHNSON 1980

GENUS SPECIES

CYPRIPEDIUM ARIETINUM

DROSERÀ LINEARIS

HETERÀNTHERA DUBIA

PELLAEA GLABELI,A VAR. OCCIDENTALIS

POTAMOGETON PUSILLUS VAR. TENUISSIMUS

RHYNCHOSPORA CAPTTELLATA

SILENE MENZIESII

SMILACTNA RACEMOSA

UTRICULARIA CORNUTA

WOODSÏA GT,ABELLA



ÀPPENDIX 4

FOREST COVER

3RÀND RAPIDS STUDY REGIO¡

BUFFALO I,AKE

STAND COVER SPECIEI TOIINSHIP RANGE

6 TP5, BS4, Ar_ 5l_ t_3

7t 4 IP].0 5t_ L3

JTURGEON GILL ROAD

sTAND COVER SPECIEf TOWNSHIP RANGE

6 4 52 l_3

72

YTOOSE ARM PIT CLUSTER

STÀND COVER SPECIEI TOTVNSHIP RÀNGE

6 4 52 l-3

TRENCHLAND

STÀND COVER SPECIEf TOWNSHIP RâNGE

RC 4 52 l-3

AT TRAÏL

STANE COVER SPECTEI TO'TNSHIP RANGE

5( 4 rP9, BSI- 52 t_3

RC 4



84
3€ 4

JQUEAKI

STAND COVER SPECIEI TO¡fNsHIP RANGE

5( 4 rP9, BSI- 53 l_3

MICROI^IAVE ROÀ

STAND COVER SPECIEI TOWNSHIP RANGE

4i 4 rP8, BS2 53 L4

2( 4 IP9, BS1 53 L4

82 53 L4

PORCUPINE CLUSTER

STÀND COVER SPECIEI TOWNSHIP RÀNGE

1_ 4 fP8, BS2 54 1,4

3 4 IP9, BS1 54 1,4

6 4 fP8, TA2 54 I4
1( 4 rP9, BSL 53 1,4

ìEEDY ,AKE

SIIANE COVER SPECIEI :IOWNSHIP RANGE

4S 4 54 L4

4( 4 rP9, BSI- 54 l4
8( 4 rP9, TA1 54 L4

It 4 TPlO 54 1"4

YIOON LAKE ROA



STANI COVER SPECIEf TOWNSHIP RANGE

5 6 IP7 ,BS].,'-. A2 54 l-5

51 4 TPlO 54 1_5

trc 4 fP8, TA2 54 l_5

TITTLE LTMESTONE I,AKE

gTAND COVER SPECIE¡ TOWNSEIP RÀ¡TGE

l_0 4 IP]-O 55 L3

l-o! 4 rP8, TA2 55 t_3

3C 4 rPl_0 55 L4

34 44 rP7 tTA3 55 L4

rEN MILE ROAD (BAT CAV

STAND COVER SPECIEf 1TOWNSHIP RANGE

52 4 fP8, BS2 5l- 1_5

5( 6 fP7, BS3 5l_ l-5

5', 4 rP9, BSI- 5l_ l_5

JOURCE: ADAPTED FROM FOREST INV NTORY

FORESTRY BRANCH, MNR



ÀPPENDIX ¿l

FOREST COVER
IIYPSUMVILLE: NORTH gUÀRRY

STAND COVER SPECIES TOWNSEIP RAI¡GE
70L o 33 9
72L 0 33 9
822 0 33 9
823 0 33 9
845 o 33 9
1,62 l_3 3S9, TA1 33 9
L44 53 856, TA4 33 9
3t- 82 rA7, BS3 32 9
LO7 82 rA6, BS3, BA 33 9
L28 82 TA7, BS3 33 9
2L 90 IA]-O 32 9

27 90 rASrBSl_rVüS: 32 9
27 90 rA9 , BS l_ , $lS: 32 9

28 90 IAlO 32 9

L20 90 rA9, BSi. 33 9

L22 90 rA9, BA1 33 9
123 90 IA8, BS2 33 9
1,24 90 IA9, BSI_ 33 9
1,27 90 rA9, BSl- 33 9
140 90 IAB , BS1 ,l^IS: 33 9
t4), 90 IA].0 33 9
t42 90 IA8 , BS1, VüS 33 9

L43 90 TA]-O 33 9
l_60 90 rA9, BSl_ 33 9

COVER TYPE

(13) BLACK SPRUCE 7r_-l_00
(53) BIÀCK SPRUCE 5r_å+
(82) rF EMBLTNG ASPEN WITH 26-50Z SOFWOOD
(90) TREMBLING ASPEN LESS THAN 25å SOFTWOT D

(13) BS9, TA
(53) BS6,TA4
(82) TA60-702, BS 3OZ, B r1-0å
(90) TA 8O-100U, BS L0-2 tz, wsl_03

SOURCE: ADAPTED FROM FOREST TNVEN1 ORY

FORESTRY BRANCH, NR



APPENDIX 4 (CONTI! UED)

FOREST COVER

EAST OF GYPSUM I,ÀI E

STÀND COVER BPECIEg TOWNSHI] RA}IGE

70 0 3: I
72 0 3: 8

62 4 3: I
41 6 fP6, BS4 3: I

221 t_: BS]-O 3: 7

23 l_: BS]-O 3: 7

24 1-: BS9, TLI_ 3i 7

24: Li BS]-O 3: 7

24 l-: BS8, TL2 J- 7

24, l_: BS].0 3: 7

I t_: BS8, TA2 3: I
I9 L: BSl-O aaJ- I
31 l-: BS]-O JJ 8

3 l_: BS8, TA2 3: ö
1EJ- t_: BS]-O 33 8

43 t_: BS8, TA2 33 8

41 1-: BS8, TA2 3: I
4i l_: BS8, TA2 3: I
4t t_: BS8, JPl, TAL 3: I
5( l_: BS8 , JP2 3: I
5 l-: BS]-O aaJ- I
6i l_ BS].0 3: 8

8l l- BS].0 3: I
8: L BS].0 3: 8

1,2 1_: BSlO 3: 8

L2 t_: BSlO 3: 8

J,2 l-: BS8, TA2 3: I
13, l-: BS8, TÀ2 3: I
L3! l_: BS]-O 3 I
1-3 ( L BS]-O 3 I
l_3' l_: BS]-O 3: I
l_3 I L: BS]-O 3: I
L4t t_3 BSl-O 3: I
l_5, l_: BSt_0 aaJ- I
28' l- BS8, TA2 3: I
28' l-3 BS]-O 3: I
221 14 BS7 , JP3 3: 7

24t 1-4 BS7 tTA2,JPL 3: 7



34 L1 3S7 , JP3 aaJ- I
4( L1 356 , JP4 3a I
l_( l: 3S7rBF2,TA1 3: 8

24 t_: 3S6rWS3rTA1 3: 8

l_( 356, TL4 3i I
L5t 3l rL6, BS4 Jj I
3 5 356,1Ã'4 1a I
5 5: 356, TA4 3: I
6 3S6, TA4 3: I
79 3S7, TA3 3: I

1_2, 5: 3S7 , TA3 3: I
L4t 5: 3S7 , TA3 3: I
l.6i 5i 356, BFL, TA3 3: 8

l-6: 5: 356, BFI-, TA3 3i I
L6t 5= 356, TA4 3: I
23',. 51 BS4 , TA4 ,JPz 3: 7

23t 5€ 3S4,lVS2 ,JPzi A2 3: 7

3C ö¿ rATrBS2rWSl_ 3: 7

22" 82 lA7, BS2,WS1 3: 7

231 o¿ TA7 tTLz, BSI- 3: 7

24! 82 lA7, BS2, JP1 3: 7

2C 82 tA7, BS3 3: I
42 82 lA7, BS3 3: I
4t 82 tA6, BS4 3: I
51 ö¿ lAT,BS2rJPl- 3= I
63 82 rA6, BS4 3: 8

8C 82 rA7, BS3 3: I
1_3: I IA6, BS4 3: I
13: I IA7, BS3 3i 8

L4' ó¿ IA6, BS4 3a I
L4! öz rA7, BS3 3: 8

1_51 82 lA6, BS4 3: I
r6' 82 tA7,WS3 3: 8

9 9( IA7 , BAl-, BS2 3: I
21 9( IA8, BS2 3= I
2 9( rA8, BS2 JJ I

L2 9( TAB, BA2 3: I
1-21 9( IA]-O 3: 8

l-3I 9( IA]-O 3 I
l-3 I 9( TA8, BS2 3: I
1,4 9( IA8, BS2 3: I
L4: 9( rA9, BS1 aa I
I4' 9( rA9, BSL a.lJ- I
l-4 r 9C IA]-O 3: I



1_4 9( rA8, BS2 3: 8

l_5 9( rA8, BS2 3: 8

15 9( IA8, BA2 3: I
l_5' 9( ïA'8, WS2 3: I
1-6 9( rA9 rWSl_ 3: I
L6 9( IÀ10 3: I
l- 6, 9( IA8, BS2 aa

J- I
2A 9( IA8. BS2 3: 8

83 aa 8

83r 3i I
841 3= I

TREMBLTNG ASPEN AND BALSAM POPLAR EQUA:

TREMBLTNG ASPEN (82) 26 50å SOF1 ¡ùooD

BT,ACK SPRUCE (58) 50å OR LESS WHITE
BT,ACK SPRUCE (54) 50? OR LESS - ; ACK PI]
BLACK SPRUCE (s3) sl-å OI MORE

TAMARACK (31) 40 7Oz SPRUCE

BLACK SPRUCE (L4, L5, ]-6) 0 - 702
BLACK SPRUCE ( 13 ) 7l--100i
rÀcK PINE (6) 4O-7Oz
rAcK PINE (4) 7L l-oou

JOURCE: ADAPTED FROM FOREST INVEN1 )RY
FORESTRY BRÄNCH, } NR

sLå (eo)

PRUCE
E



APPENDIX 5

LAND OIÍNERSHTP

GRÀND RÀPIDS STUDY AREÀ

SAND T

I{INERAIJ 3RãVEIJ
DOIÍNSHIP RÀNGE sEc:I'rot¡ RTGHTs RIGHTS

l-3!i 3, PART ]ROWN CROWN

MÀNI TOBA HYDRO ELECTRIC BOA] D

5! l-3w
MOOSE LAKE INDIAN RI SERVE

5( l- 3!i
MOOSE I,AKE INDIAN RI SERVE

5( l-2vi 31, PARI IROI^IN CROI¡IN
MÃ,NITOBA HYDRO ELECTRIC BOAI D

5( r2lyl 3r, PAR! ROWN 3ROWN

PROPOSED HYDRO STAT] 3N STTE

5( t_2!i 3T, PAR: CROWN CROI/üN

MÀNITOBA HYDRO ELECTRIC BOAT D

5-/ l_ 2!! 32, PAR1 SROWN 3ROWN
MANITOBA HYDRO ELECTRIC BOÀ] D

DATA SOURCE: CROWN I,ANDS REGISTRY SYSTEM
CROWN IÀNDS BRANCH
MANITOBA NATURÀL RE SOURCES



ÀPPENDIX

PRMTE IJÀND OWNERSHIP

GIYPSUI.fi'ILTJE strUDY AREA

sÀND &

ËEGAL sUB IfINERAL 3RÀVEL

TOWNSHIP RÀNGE SECTION DIV. RIGHTS RIGHTS

33 8W 2 1,3 ]ROWN PRIVATE

DOMTÀR LIMITED

33 8I{ 3 1"6 PRTVATE PRIVATE
CÀNADIAN NORTHERN RAILI^TAY COMPANÏ

33 8W l-0 1r8 SRObrN PRÏVATE

DOMTAR LIMITED

33 8W L2 PART NE QTR SROWN PRÏVATE
]OMTAR LIMITED

33 8Vü 13 12-14 PRIVATE PRTVATE

]ANADIAN NORTHERN RAILIVAY

33 8W ]-3 PART s /EASÎ PRIVATE PRTVATE

]ANADIAN NORTHERN RAILI^]AY

33 8W L4, NNE ]ROWN PRTVATE

DOMTAR LÏMÏTED

33 8W L4 t_3 -l-6 ]ROWN PRÏVATE
DOMTAR LIMITED

DATA SOURCE: CROWN IÀNDS REGISTRY SYS rEM,
CROWN LANDS BRANCH,

MANITOBA NATURAL RI SOURCES.

I,AND TITLES REGIS TRY



IPPENDIX
PRfVATE LAND OWNERSHIP
CYPSUT{VI1'I,E STUDY ÀREA

SAND &

LEGÀI, sUB I,fINERAIJ ERÀVEL

TOWNSHIP RÀNGE SECTION DIV. RIGATS RTGHTS

33 8W 15, PÀRT NE PRIVATE PRTVATE

CANADIAN NORTHERN RÂILVüAY COMPANI

33 8W 1-5. PART SE PRTVATE PRIVATE

CANADTAN NORTHERN RAILI{AY COMPANY

33 8W z3 SOUTH HALF PRTVATE PRTVATE

CANADIAN NORTHERN RAILVüAY COMPANV

33 8I^I 23 l_ l_ PRIVATE PRTVAlE

CANADTAN NORTHERN RAILI^TAY COMPANI

33 8W 24 4 CROWN PRÏVATE

)OMTAR LTMITED

33 8W 26 NVt PRTVATE PRÏVATE

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY

33 8W 26 SOUTH PRIVATE PRIVATE

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY

33 8V'I 26 NW PRÏVATE ]ROWN

PROVINCE OF MANTTOBA

33 8I^f 26 SW PRIVATE ]ROWN

PROVINCE OF MANITOBA

33 8W 26 SE PRIVATE CROWN

PROVINCE OF MANITOBA

DATA SOURCE: CROWN T,ANDS REGTSTRY SYS IEM,
CROI^IN LANDS BRÀNCI

MANTTOBA NATURÀL I ESOURCES

L,ÀND TTTLES REGIS IRY



APPENDIX
PRTVATE IJÀND OWNERSHIP

CYPSU!,ÍVILI,E STUDY ÀREA

IEGÀIJ sUB I.IINING 3RÀVET,

TOIÍNSHIP RJAITGE SECTION DIV. RIGATS RIGHTS

33 9W 2 PART NE sROWN PATENT

DOMTAR LIMITED

33 9W 2 PART NE 3ROWN 3ROI,IN

DOMTAR LT !fITED

33 9W 2 BNE CROWN CROWN

SCHOO L LAND

33 9Vü 2 PART NW IROI^IN PATENT

DOMTAR LIMTTED

33 9W 2 BNW 3ROWN ROWN

SCHOOL I,AND I

33 9W 2 PART SE sROTVN IROI^IN

)OMTAR LTMTTED

33 9W 2 PART SE ]RO$TN lRovlN

DOMTAR LTMITED

33 9W 2 BSE 3ROVüN 3ROWN

SCHOO L LAND l

33 9W 2 PART sw 3RO!{N 3ROÌ^IN

DOMTAR LIMTTED

DATA SOURCE: CROWN LANDS REGISTRY SYS ]EM

CROWN IJ\NDS BRANCH

MANITOBA NATURAL REf )URCES

LAND TII]LES REGIS TRY



APPENDIX
PRIVATE TJAND OWNERSHIP

iIYPSUMVII,LE STUDY AREA

SÀND &

LEGAI, sUB !fINING ERÀVEI,

IOWNSHIP RANGE 9ECTION DIV. RIGHTS RIGHTS

3: gr! l-2, Pli ¡ 3ROWN PRTVÀTE

DOMÎAR LIMITED

3: 8W 26, N I PRIVATE sROWN

SCHOOL T,AND ¿

32 8W 34 P¡ ¡ CROWN PRIVATE

)OMTAR LIMITED

32 8W 34, P¡ ìr
LITTLE SASKATCHEI,\TAN INDIAN RESEF IE

32 8t^I 34, iE 3ROWN

LITTLE SASKATCHEÍ{AN INDTAN RESEF TE

J¿ 8W 34, w CROWN

LTTTLE SASKATCHEWAN INDIAN RESEF TE

3t 8W 35, PI I^I PRTVATE PRIVATE

CANADIAN NORTHERN RATLWAY COMPAN

J¿ 8I^I 35, f t/'I SROWN

LITT LE SASKATCHEWAN INDIAN RESEF rE

¡ÀTA SOURCE: CROWN LANDS REGTSTRY SYS rEM

CROWN LANDS BRANCH

MANITOBA NATURAL RESOUI 3ES

LAND TTTLES REGIS TRY


